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 CIMdata News 
 Airbus’ Vice President of Engineering Applications, Anders Romare, to Keynote at CIMdata’s PLM 
Road Map for the Global Automotive Industry 
04 November 2015 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm is pleased to 
announce that Anders Romare, Vice President and Head of Engineering Applications at Airbus will 
make a keynote presentation at PLM Road Map™ for the Global Automotive Industry. This one-day 
event will be held on 24 November at the Sofitel Bayerpost, Munich, Germany. 
The presentation, ARAS – the Airbus “PDM Light” Backbone, will provide attendees with an overview 
of the area of usage for this new “PDM light” backbone within Airbus as well as the rationale behind 
choosing ARAS as a provider of the solution. Furthermore, the experiences from the first wave of 
deployment will be shared along with the first experience of the key feature in the business model – the 
upgrade subscription. 
Anders Romare has a long experience of Product Development and Product Life Cycle Management 
(PLM) primarily from the Automotive industry and the Aerospace industry. He currently holds the 
position of Vice President and Head of Engineering applications within Airbus. His responsibility 
includes all IS/IT systems needed to support the development process (Engineering) within Airbus and 
includes CAD, PDM, CAE, and other engineering related systems. In addition, he is also responsible for 
the “end-to-end” PLM solution portfolio across all processes within the Airbus IS/IT organization. 

PLM Road Map 2015 for the Global Automotive Industry is the must-attend event for automotive 
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industry executives (OEMs and suppliers) and PLM practitioners—providing independent education and 
a collaborative networking environment where ideas, trends, experiences, and relationships critical to 
the automotive industry germinate and take root. The theme for this year’s event is “Automotive’s High 
Tech Revolution.”  

For more information, visit: http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2015-plmrm-
auto 

Click here to return to Contents 

AVEVA Inspires Customers to Engage – A CIMdata Commentary 
04 November 2015 

Key takeaways: 

• Over 330 customers from 45 countries converged on the AVEVA World Summit 
in Dubai on 20-22 October 2015 

• AVEVA’s acquisition of software assets from Schneider Electric will result in a 
much larger company, serving more industrial markets that will reduce AVEVA’s 
traditional reliance on the oil & gas industry 

• AVEVA extended their support for visual decision making by introducing 
AVEVA Engage, a new solution that puts lifecycle data in context and makes it 
more accessible to all types of users supporting the design, construction, and 
operation of complex assets 

Over the last decade, Dubai pursued a vision to become the world’s international trade and transit hub 
with significant investments in infrastructure, regional development, and airlines. AVEVA took 
advantage of this new East-West nexus to convene their 2015 AVEVA World Summit on 20-22 October 
2015. According to the company, over 330 customer delegates from 45 countries registered for this 
year’s event, including about 100 people from the local region. Based on conversations with AVEVA 
executives, they took advantage of being in Dubai to hold several other regional meetings earlier in the 
week. 

The AVEVA World Summit focuses on middle managers that sit between the executives (who can 
attend AVEVA World Executive Councils) and users (who can attend AVEVA World User Meetings in 
various locations). The agenda opened and closed with plenary sessions, and broke into parallel tracks 
for Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPCs); Owner Operators (OOs); and shipbuilding for 
much of the two-day event. AVEVA stated that 56% of attendees focused on the EPC agenda, 26% OO, 
and 18% shipbuilding. Each track included a good mix of presentations from leading AVEVA 
customers and presentations by AVEVA staff. 
Richard Longdon, AVEVA’s CEO opened the event. In July 2015, AVEVA and Schneider Electric 
announced their intent for AVEVA to acquire the software assets of Schneider Electric, which include 
Invensys, a leading industrial automation player1. Mr. Longdon claimed that after the deal closed he 
would be the CEO of a much larger AVEVA, with £500 million pounds of revenues, nearly reaching the 
FTSE 100. The combined product offerings would span from process simulation to operations, training, 
                                                 
1 This article provides more details on the transaction: http://www.automationworld.com/process-control-software/schneider-
join-its-software-assets-aveva 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2015-plmrm-auto
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2015-plmrm-auto
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real time data management, and the human-machine interface (HMI) to control equipment. This deal 
will also expand their presence in other verticals including chemicals, food and beverage, mining, water, 
and pharmaceuticals. This could not come at a better time for the company, with sagging oil & gas 
markets (45% of AVEVAs current revenue) making drilling and production rig investments less 
attractive, affecting demand for AVEVAs software. In the deal, AVEVA will issue new shares equaling 
half of the new company. Schneider Electric stated their desire to report consolidated revenues, and will 
pay an additional £550 million for a majority 53.5% stake. After the deal, AVEVA will remain 
independent, with their financials reported with Schneider’s results. Early reports said that the closing 
would happen at the end of 2015 or early 2016, and Mr. Longdon did not comment further on timing. 
Mr. Longdon also provided a high-level view of AVEVA’s strategy and offerings. AVEVA’s goal is to 
provide an information and knowledge hub for their customers. According to Mr. Longdon, there is a 
wealth of information generated during the design stage that is still not available to other users and 
organizations later in the lifecycle. Previewed in Boston two years ago, AVEVA introduced their Project 
Voyager touch-screen user interface (UI) at last year’s Summit, a UI that showed how information can 
be linked and accessible, using the visualized asset at the core of the interface. CIMdata research shows 
that such contextual visualization and decision support, powered by ready access to all types of 
information, is required when designing and executing complex projects. For AVEVA, this is the future 
of their approach.  
Context was also the theme for the External Keynote from Danny Forster, principal of a leading global 
architectural firm who is better known for his “Build It Bigger” series on the Science Channel. After 
doing 80 episodes in over 60 countries, he saw a common theme: well-executed projects fit best within 
the context of their sites. Examples included a Hong Kong bridge designed to withstand typhoons, 
tunnels under the Andes to pipe water from the wet climate of eastern Chile to the dry west along the 
Pacific coast, and mining gold 2 to 3 miles deep in South Africa. According to Mr. Forster, the new 
airport in Mumbai has an enormous covered outdoor space in part to accommodate the Indian tradition 
of 60+ people seeing family members off at the airport.  
His most noteworthy example—one that showed both the power of design and data management tools 
and the importance of context—was the fabulous design of the Yas Viceroy Hotel, built to celebrate 
Abu Dhabi being selected to host Formula 1 races. The building is actually two separate, but 
functionally integrated structures. A grid shell made up of 5,200+ individual glass panels hovers over 
the building, creating a “veil” that works to induce airflow between the building and the shell, much in 
the way the veiled clothing worn in the Middle East helps keep occupants cool. Combining these two 
design elements created a huge construction challenge that required a significant amount of building 
information modeling (BIM) and 4D BIM work to execute the project successfully. For example, grid 
shells need to be complete before they have structural integrity, so external bracing was needed to shore 
up the grid while under constructed, bracing that needed simultaneously to allow for erecting the hotel 
building underneath the grid shell while supporting the shell. The glass panels themselves are quite 
complex, with each panel having a coating designed to block sunlight, and LED lights to allow the 
building to create amazing lighting effects2. Clearly, this complex design fits within the cultural, 
physical, and climate of its context in Abu Dhabi. 
After the tease about new products offered by Mr. Longdon, Rick Standish, AVEVA’s VP of Solution 
Strategy provided more details in his session on “The Future of Decision Support.” Mr. Standish 
rhetorically asked “how do we combine AVEVA NET’s ability to organize and filter information to get 
                                                 
2 http://www.jebiga.com/the-yas-viceroy-hotel-abu-dhabi/ has some great images of this impressive structure. 
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organizational excellence and deliver processes in a more efficient way?” AVEVA wants to redefine 
how people can access information resources, and to put directly relevant information in the hands of 
those who need it most. Project Voyager was the first step. The World Summit exhibit area included an 
85” Microsoft 4K touch screen display available for all to try out this technology. According to Mr. 
Standish, Project Voyager taught them some lessons. For example, conducting design reviews required 
support for doing measurements and assessing clearances. Their Early Access program, a beta testing 
and customer engagement activity, included 11 visionary customers who helped AVEVA develop and 
refine their solution over last the 12 months. This resulted in a new offering focused on providing this 
new contextual decision support tool: AVEVA Engage—“Power With Simplicity, the Digital Asset 
Realized.” This solution is much more than just a viewer. It maintains contextual links between all types 
of data, including 1D, 2D, and 3D information generated by AVEVA tools. AVEVA Engage also links 
to other enterprise solutions to expand the accessible knowledge base. For example, they are currently 
linking to enterprise asset management (EAM) systems on the backend to bring as-maintained 
information to bear to support improved decision-making. Other linkages are planned. AVEVA Engage 
is planned for general availability in Q1 2016. This is the next logical step from Project Voyager, and is 
a great use of touch screen technology. CIMdata found the interaction to be very responsive even for 
large models, due in part to backend visualization investments by AVEVA. Using the Digital Asset as 
the user interface makes perfect sense. Whether creating or maintaining an asset, the asset is at the 
center of the collaboration. This is AVEVA’s “digital twin,” just as Dassault Systèmes, PTC, and 
Siemens PLM Software have theirs. Through acquisitions and partnerships, AVEVA is working to 
ensure the Digital Asset can extend into other necessary enterprise systems to link relevant lifecycle 
information.  
Of course, AVEVA Engage was not the only product introduced at the World Summit. According to 
AVEVA, “everyone loves BubbleView™,” their immersive virtual reality solution that puts users into 
plant scenes, so they now offer HyperBubble™ which expands virtual accessibility to full asset 
walkthroughs. Much of the context in these visualizations comes from point cloud data, usually captured 
in brownfield facilities. AVEVA uses this data to support design in context, a method used in the 
mechanical CAD space for some time, using existing 3D data (from whatever source) to provide a 
critically important geometric context in which to execute new design work. These 3D point cloud scans 
also provide essential context for understanding the as-maintained asset and to support extending its 
useful life. While AVEVA can use this scan data to enable clash management and to generate new 
geometry, there is always the question of how up to date the as-maintained scan actually is. At the event 
AVEVA announced Trusted Living Pointcloud™ that puts scanners in the hands of field workers to 
capture up-to-date local scans that can seamlessly update the scanned records of the asset.  
The AVEVA World Summit included 20 customer presentations, delivered in the plenary session and 
various tracks. Many of the sessions mentioned the tension in the EPC and OO relationship. EPCs create 
huge, complex engineered assets, often using an equally complex value chain to execute detailed project 
plans. Even though they generally create these assets at the behest of the OOs, there is often not 
agreement on what data is important for asset lifecycle management, who should capture it and when, 
and how the information should flow across all the value chain participants. Just as in other domains, 
there are many applicable standards, but Anders Thorstrup, a Strategy Advisor for Shell, claimed that 
historically OOs did not participate in the standardization process. Shell is teaming with Chevron and 
BP to change that. The Information Standards Forum of the International Association of Oil & Gas 
Producers (iOGP) was chosen to host the activity. Their initial focus is on information handover, a major 
pain point for OOs, in part because different clients pull EPCs in different directions. Mr. Thorstrup 
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described their on-going work on a Capital Facilities Information Handover Specification to ensure 
process and information consistency. It includes a technical specification document, a dictionary that 
provides ISO-based consistent naming conventions for equipment and documents, a data model, process 
guidance, and software implementation requirements. The group is leveraging Shell’s experience on 
more than 60 projects to draft these materials, and are welcoming feedback and comments. They do not 
want this to be a Shell standard, or one from Chevron or BP. Clearly if they are successful this could be 
a huge step forward for the industry. Casual discussions with Summit delegates often included 
comments like “I have been doing this 20 years but…” where the “but” suggests that no matter how 
much things change, the same issues still plague companies working in this market space. Of course, the 
hard work in the standards process is still ahead. 
In summary, the AVEVA World Summit in Dubai showed how AVEVA is doing its part to support 
positive change in the industry, and working hard to create the future environment for their clients, 
anticipating their needs. The AVEVA presentations were often aspirational, identifying problems and 
describing potential solutions, hoping to inspire the delegates with their product offerings, on-going 
initiatives in cloud, work on standards and other important topics for both today and tomorrow. When it 
closes, the linkup with Schneider Electric will create a new, much larger AVEVA with money in invest 
in its portfolio, which the event showed is very healthy and expanding today. Context is everything, and 
AVEVA is expanding their support for the Digital Asset to truly be the virtual single source of truth that 
can provide the just-in-time contextual information to help optimize lifecycle decision-making. Next 
years Summit should be very interesting. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 CIMdata Publishes “All PLM Clouds are Not Created Equal” 
05 November 2015 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm announces a 
white paper on cloud-based PLM.PLM in the cloud has not only become accepted, it is now widely 
sought after in the high tech and medical device industries—with their enormous supply chains, highly 
regulated products, and being driven by first mover advantage. This white paper reviews the 
fundamental definitions of cloud computing, punctuates their salient differences, and highlights the 
characteristics of world-class cloud platforms while reviewing the capabilities of the company who was 
the originator of multi-tenant cloud PLM—Arena Solutions.  
This paper is freely available from CIMdata’s Publications web page. 

Click here to return to Contents 

CIMdata Publishes “Arena Solutions: A Program Review” 
03 November 2015 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm announces a 
program review of Arena Solutions and their PLM portfolio. 
Arena Solutions was the originator of multi-tenant cloud-based PLM. Since their inception they have 
continued to expand and evolve the functional capabilities of their solution portfolio, their hosted 
delivery model, and the underlying technology so that it is now capable of supporting the largest global 
enterprises. This paper discusses the issues facing manufacturing organizations across all industries and 

http://www.cimdata.com/publications/reports_complimentary/white_papers.html
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the need to have scalable, flexible PLM environments for internal development and collaboration across 
the value chain. It describes Arena Solutions’ history and overall program approach to addressing these 
issues. It further presents information about each of Arena's PLM solution components as well as three 
case studies highlighting how customers have used Arena's solutions to achieve important business 
benefits. 
This paper is freely available from CIMdata’s Publications web page. 

Click here to return to Contents 

CIMdata to Host Free Webinar on Training Best Practices for Solution Providers Education: The 
key to unlock PLM market value 
05 November 2015 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 
an upcoming free educational webinar, “Training Best Practices for Solution Providers Education: The 
key to unlock PLM market value.” The webinar will take place on December 2 at 11:00 a.m. (EST) and 
will consider the options available for PLM solution providers when considering internal and partner 
PLM training.  
According to the webinar host, CIMdata’s Practice Lead for PLM Success, Chris Gregory, “CIMdata’s 
consulting reveals that too many Solution Providers do not realize the hidden hard and soft costs of 
repurposing legacy training. Our experience shows that this leads to less effective, internally focused, 
PLM learning and adoption. Companies should be working towards a more pragmatic approach for their 
PLM training needs – one that is based on PLM enabling technologies and industry best practices. This 
webinar will provide useful guidance on this critical topic.” 
Chris Gregory has over 30 years of experience with major PLM solution providers, with broad 
experience and cross functional roles in services, product marketing, sales support, strategic alliances, 
business development, and program management. He has led PLM implementations for over 100,000 
users, representing over US$250 million in proven ROI. Chris has developed teams with US$300 
million in direct and indirect sales over his career. 
The webinar will be an hour long and those attending will: learn about uncovering the hidden costs of 
in-house PLM training programs; gain an understanding of the value of applying industry-proven, best 
practices to PLM education and training programs; and how to avoid mistakes others have made in the 
PLM landscape. 
The webinar will be useful to PLM solution provider training/adoption leaders, Sales/Services training 
leaders, best practice champions, IT leadership, HR professionals, and anyone who wants to learn more 
about PLM education.  
During the webinar attendees will have the opportunity to ask questions about the topics discussed. To 
find out more, visit: http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/educational-webinars/training-best-
practices-for-solution-providers-education-the-key-to-unlock-plm-market-value. To register for the 
webinar visit: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/8860280675503039745 

Click here to return to Contents 

Digitizing the Extended Supply Chain: Update from the SAP eSCM Analyst Event – A CIMdata 
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Commentary 
03 November 2015 

Key takeaways: 

• SAP is expanding their reach across the extended supply chain, focused on needs 
and opportunities in the age of smart connected products 

• The platformization of the SAP portfolio on S/4HANA illustrates the evolution of 
the product innovation platform as defined by CIMdata and others 

• Expansions like Innovation Management, Product Lifecycle Costing, and others 
are bringing new energy into SAP PLM, expanding their solution coverage to the 
full product record 

CIMdata attended SAPs Extended Supply Chain Management (eSCM) analyst event at SAP 
Headquarters in Walldorf, Germany on 29-30 September 2015. The SAP team put on a comprehensive 
program with most of the first day focused on updates from SAP on company strategy and specific 
products and initiatives. One-to-one sessions between SAP executives and analysts spanned the rest of 
the allotted time in which SAP asked for pointed feedback during each session. Because CIMdata’s 
focus is on product lifecycle management (PLM) that is the focus of this commentary. Many of the 
analysts in attendance focus on other areas including supply chain, manufacturing, and other topics, so 
the event agenda was both broad and deep, with the information fire hose on full. 
Hans Thalbauer, SAPs General Manager for Extended Supply Chain, hosted the event. SAP PLM has 
been part of the supply chain group at SAP for some time, and Mr. Thalbauer provided a much needed 
update on how SAP is “Digitizing the Extended Supply Chain.” While the customer has always 
supposed to be king, in today’s customer-centric market, manufacturers need omni-channel marketing to 
provide consistent, reinforcing messages to their target audience and to gather data about that audience 
to inform lifecycle development. End customers want individualized products, and today mass 
customization dreams can become a reality, in part by employing Industry 4.0 techniques and solutions. 
What about the value chains needed to deliver to this complex individualized market? Flexibility using 
the sharing economy is changing the way products and services are delivered. Companies can provide a 
service or deliver a product without owning assets or any physical plant. SAP’s vision is to provide end-
to-end visibility for all stakeholders in the digital extended supply chain. 
SAP’s new flagship offering, SAP S/4HANA, is their “innovation platform” to support this extended 
supply chain vision. Announced in February 20153, this offering afforded SAP the opportunity to re-
architect their data model and the way results are tabulated using the power of in-memory technology. 
Patrick Crampton-Thomas, Global VP, Solution Management, Response and Supply Orchestration, 
described the principle of “one” in the redevelopment effort: for every business problem there should be 
only one solution in the S4/HANA stack. The SAP Fiori user experience (UX) leverages their Sybase 
acquisition and provides much needed improvements in usability across multiple devices. On-premise, 
managed cloud and public cloud options are available for S/4HANA. 
The phrase “innovation platform” was chosen specifically above, as it is part of CIMdata’s on-going 
effort to describe the evolution of the PLM market over the last several years. Solution providers with 
data and process management offerings have been working to re-architect their solutions to provide 

                                                 
3 http://news.sap.com/sap-unveils-next-generation-enterprise-software-new-business-suite-sap-s4hana/ 
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business level platforms to support full-lifecycle development. Just as smartphones and tablets offer a 
platform for many applications, solution providers have tried to separate their platform and the 
functional application layers. There are many benefits to this approach, both to customers and the 
providers themselves. Innovation platforms offer a data and process management backbone supporting 
applications that can be plugged into to add focused capabilities and support innovation across the 
business and lifecycle, not just around products and PLM.  
SAP suggested that customers thinking about moving from ECC 6, their current “platform,” should first 
go to SAP Business Suite on HANA to make it easier to move to S4/HANA in the future. As with any 
product re-imagining, it takes time to deliver the full functionality of existing solutions. During one 
session, SAP estimated that a large percentage of the SAP Business Suite functionality will be available 
on S/4HANA by the end of 2016. One thing this solution will not be named is “Simple.” Simplification 
was the watchword in developing the new versions, so Simple Finance seemed to make sense as a name. 
However, not much that a complex enterprise system does is truly simple, and SAP had some pushback 
on the naming. The official names for all of the products discussed in this paper are subject to change 
and will be announced in November 2015. Stay tuned. 
During his presentation, Mike Lackey, Global VP, Solution Management, LoB Manufacturing. offered 
SAP as “Your Digital Product Innovation Platform.” SAP has moved upstream with their Innovation 
Management offering, which can feed Portfolio and Project Management (PPM), a mainstay of the 
traditional SAP PLM portfolio. (CIMdata believes that this connection needs to be richer, a topic 
discussed during the session. For example, innovation projects usually start to meet some quantitative 
objectives that should be tracked through project execution using SAP PPM. This is a manual process in 
the current version.) SAP has strengthened their support for engineering work-in-process management 
over the last several years, with improved configuration management, consistent authoring tool 
integrations delivered using the Engineering Control Center (ECTR), the Visual Enterprise enabled by 
the Right Hemisphere acquisition, and now Product Lifecycle Costing, a new organic solution just being 
released. SAP has expanded their reach when developing new solutions, casting a broader net for 
customers to inform the product development process. For example, over 20 customers are co-
innovating with SAP on their SAP Cloud for Product Stewardship offering. At this meeting, SAP also 
presented their current thinking on supporting systems engineering and modeling, simulation, software 
development, and electronics as part of the evolving and expanding product record. Taken together, 
these are all positive steps for SAP’s many discrete manufacturing clients who have to compete in the 
age of smart, connected products.  
Of course, there is still work to do. Innovation Management, just over a year old, is a good start, or re-
start, since SAP has tried to support these use cases before. ECTR is starting to take hold in the SAP 
customer base, and ECTR’s integration and user experience approach is being used to support ECAD, 
and is being considered for other authoring tools. Interestingly, a requirements management capability to 
support systems engineering may be harvested from Sybase, the acquisition that keeps on giving to SAP 
in multiple areas. That acquisition also provided some modeling and software development tools and 
expertise that SAP is evaluating for use in their offerings. Product Lifecycle Costing is new, and 
covering a vital topic, one that both PTC and Siemens PLM Software have addressed through 
acquisitions, and is providing good opportunities to independents like aPriori. CIMdata hopes to learn 
more about how early adopters are faring.  
These additions do help SAP expand their definition of the product lifecycle, and offer some much 
needed additions to the SAP PLM extended portfolio. Of course, digitizing the extended supply chain 
takes more than just PLM, and this event had many other sessions about other strategies and offerings 
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that are not covered here. But the product record is core to the digitized supply chain, and with these 
expansions SAP is looking to cover the full product record as never before. The roadmap is long, but the 
goals are both broader and clearer. Now comes the hard part—executing the plan. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Acquisitions 
Atos to acquire Unify from Siemens, Gore 
04 November 2015 

Atos has reached an agreement to acquire integrated communication software company Unify from its 
two shareholders, Gores (51%) and Siemens (49%) for an undisclosed amount. Atos said it intends to 
create a unique integrated proposition for unified communications and real time capabilities enhancing 
social collaboration, digital transformation, and business performance of its clients.  

The transaction is subject to consultation with employee representative bodies and regulator 
authorisation. It is expected to close in the first quarter of 2016. Founded as Siemens Enterprise 
Communication in 2008 and headquartered in Munich, Unify is mainly active in Europe and the 
Americas. It has 5,600 employees and is present in over 60 countries. It generates EUR 1.2 billion of 
annual revenue.   

Click here to return to Contents 

CENIT AG acquires majority stake in Coristo GmbH 
02 November 2015 

CENIT Aktiengesellschaft has acquired a majority stake in Coristo GmbH, the leading consulting 
enterprise for SAP product structure management.  

In this way, CENIT is expanding its competency and solution portfolio for end-to-end SAP ERP/PLM 
solutions and strengthening its position as a reliable partner to the manufacturing industry for digital 
transformation in the Industry 4.0 context.  

For decades, CENIT has been a strong provider of practical uses of enterprise software in optimizing 
business processes. Delivering innovative solutions to sharpen the competitive edge - for over 25 years, 
this has been the mission of CENIT's business model. As partner of Dassault Systèmes, IBM and SAP, 
CENIT supports clients in implementing digital transformation strategies by providing process and 
organizational consulting, IT strategy planning, system integration and international rollouts, and 
operating entire infrastructures. CENIT's success is based on a combination of sector knowledge, 
process understanding, deep technology knowhow and extensive practical experience gained in a wide 
range of projects.  

Coristo GmbH has established itself on the market on the strength of its unique competency in the SAP 
PLM sphere. The Coristo team relies on modern SAP standard software to implement complex 
requirements in the field of product structure, variant and change management and supports end-to-end 
business processes along the entire value chain. With their long-standing success record in working with 
auto makers, suppliers, machine and plant manufacturers and medical technology providers, the Coristo 
consultants can rapidly separate attainable targets from theoretical daydreams, implementing successful 
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solutions that quickly prove their worth on the ground. SAP business software is frequently a core 
component of digital transformation processes within enterprises and plays a major role in implementing 
Industry 4.0 strategies.  
Effective immediately, CENIT is also the partner of choice for all matters related to another central 
consideration of Industry 4.0: The aspect of product structuring. We offer end-to-end modularization 
concepts for all facets from CAD methodology to functional modeling, application within the logistics 
chain and spare parts lists for predictive maintenance. The CENIT portfolio thus extends all the way 
from the early phases of strategy planning to professional operation of the implemented solution. "In the 
coming years, digital transformation and mega-topics like Industry 4.0 will be core issues for many of 
our clients. The 4th industrial revolution holds enormous opportunities - but the challenges for the IT 
industry are equally enormous. For this reason, CENIT will continue to expand its competency and 
portfolio to become an even more high-performing partner to our customers.  
The expertise and portfolio of the Coristo team are an ideal complement to those of CENIT, and 
enterprise values and culture are likewise a perfect match. We are pleased to be able to strengthen our 
team with these experts", says CENIT CEO Kurt Bengel. "CENIT offers us the ideal framework for 
continued growth and implementation of large-scale projects. As a small, highly specialized company, 
collaboration with CENIT gives us the means for keeping up with growing demand. Working with the 
CENIT team offers us the perfect conditions for becoming even more successful", say Beate Koch and 
Oliver Loose, directors and founders of Coristo GmbH. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Hexagon acquires CAMTECH, a German distributor of Vero Software CAD/CAM solutions 
05 November 2015 

Hexagon AB has acquired CAMTECH GmbH & Co KG, master distributor of Vero Software’s 
Edgecam solutions in Germany since 2003. 
Vero Software was acquired by Hexagon in 2014, providing Hexagon Metrology the means to make 
quality data fully actionable and integrate information and processes across the manufacturing life cycle. 
The addition of CAMTECH to the Hexagon portfolio further supports this commitment to developing 
future-oriented manufacturing solutions. 
Headquartered in Remscheid, Germany, CAMTECH is a modern and innovative distributor of technical 
software solutions and services in the CAD/CAM environment, primarily serving clients in the 
production engineering field in the key industrial manufacturing markets of Germany and central 
Europe. The acquisition will combine CAMTECH’s strong customer relations, service capabilities and 
experience in the local market with the global resources and technologies of Hexagon Metrology to 
provide a better offering to German customers. 
“CAMTECH has always been a highly competent partner, whose team knows the requirements of our 
customers. Adding CAMTECH to our direct sales footprint will enable Vero Software and Hexagon to 
better capitalise on the growing opportunities in Germany,” said Vero Software President Steve Sivitter. 
“Being close to our customers is the key driver of our global growth strategy, and acquiring key 
distribution partners enables us to achieve this growth while also gaining a wealth of knowledge and 
experience. By working closely and integrating with our other operations across German-speaking 
countries, CAMTECH will accelerate our ability to leverage the strengths of all our technologies and 
expertise in the region.” 
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The assets of the CAMTECH business relevant to Vero Software were fully consolidated as of 1 
November 2015. The acquisition has no significant impact on the results of Hexagon. 

Click here to return to Contents 

PTC Completes Acquisition of Vuforia 
03 November 2015 

PTC announced today it has completed its acquisition of the Vuforia business from Qualcomm 
Connected Experiences, Inc., a subsidiary of Qualcomm Incorporated. The Vuforia™ platform is the 
industry’s most advanced and widely adopted augmented reality (AR) technology platform. The 
acquisition enhances PTC’s technology portfolio and accelerates PTC’s strategy as a leading provider of 
technologies and solutions that blend the digital and physical worlds. 
The combination of Vuforia and PTC leverages two transformational technology trends – Internet of 
Things (IoT) and augmented reality (AR) – that will allow PTC to deliver a new class of products that 
merge the digital and physical worlds. 
“With the addition of Vuforia, PTC provides an incredibly innovative technology platform that enables 
customers to capitalize on the opportunity of the Internet of Things (IoT),” said PTC CEO Jim 
Heppelmann. “PTC welcomes the Vuforia team and customers, commits to supporting Vuforia’s 
technology leadership in the consumer market, and will soon unleash the Vuforia capabilities in 
enterprise industries. For example, when coupled with PTC’s IoT and analytics platforms, Vuforia will 
unlock a world of possibilities for creating new ways to design products, to monitor and control 
products, and to instruct operators and technicians in the appropriate methods of use and service.“ 
"I’m honored to lead the Vuforia effort at PTC, and to join such a talented team of innovators with a 
complementary vision," said Jay Wright, Senior Vice President and General Manager, Vuforia. “I’m 
also excited to grow the Vuforia platform and ecosystem – we have a tremendous opportunity to change 
the way people work, in addition to the way they play, shop, and learn." 
“By combining its existing suite of enterprise applications with the new platform business (ThingWorx 
IoT platform, ColdLight analytics engine, and Vuforia augmented reality platform), PTC will provide 
greater value to existing customers while attracting new ones,” said Ryan Harbison, Research Analyst, 
ABI Research. “The ability to embed digital information, 3D models and digital twins into virtual 
scenarios and real-world environments in areas of design, monitoring, control, instruction, and service 
provides customers with new and exciting value propositions.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Synopsys Extends Software Integrity Platform with Acquisition of Open Source Software 
Management Company Protecode 
06 November 2015 

Synopsys, Inc. has acquired Protecode, a privately held Canadian software company that provides 
solutions for detecting and managing open source software (OSS) and the associated license and security 
risks. This acquisition expands Synopsys' presence in the software quality and security market by adding 
new talent, technology and products to the company's Software Integrity Platform and extending its 
existing software composition analysis (SCA) solution. 
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Recent trends highlight that OSS and other third-party components commonly used to build software 
introduce multiple layers of risk related to license obligations, security vulnerabilities, IP ownership, and 
quality attributes of the external code. Organizations seeking to mitigate these risks are turning to robust 
SCA solutions that can address all of these issues. 
"As organizations continue to rely more and more on open source and third-party components to build 
software, maintaining total visibility and managing risk throughout the software supply chain is critical," 
said Andreas Kuehlmann, senior vice president and general manager of Synopsys' Software Integrity 
Group. "Understanding software dependencies and their license obligations has been and will continue 
to be an important part of developing software. By combining Protecode technology with our current 
SCA solution that focuses on mitigating security vulnerabilities, Synopsys has a comprehensive offering 
that addresses the gamut of risk across the software supply chain." 
Protecode's technology bolsters and extends Synopsys' existing SCA solution by adding improved OSS 
license detection via source code analysis, OSS governance and policy enforcement features, and 
Protecode's proprietary Global IP Signatures Database. These capabilities are highly complementary to 
Synopsys' SCA solution, which analyzes binary code to identify third-party components and flag known 
security vulnerabilities. By combining these technologies, Synopsys offers the most comprehensive 
SCA solution in the industry. 
The terms of the deal, which is not material to Synopsys financials, have not been disclosed. 

Through its Software Integrity Platform, Synopsys provides advanced solutions for improving the 
quality and security of software. This comprehensive platform of automated analysis and testing 
technologies integrates seamlessly into the software development process and enables organizations to 
detect and remediate defects and security vulnerabilities early in the software development lifecycle, as 
well as gain security assurance and visibility with their software supply chain. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
Altair Offers Forging Capabilities with New Addition to Altair Partner Alliance 
04 November 2015 

Altair today announced that Metal Forming Research Corporation (MFRC) has joined the Altair Partner 
Alliance (APA) with its forging software, Advisor for Metal Forming Process and Design Expert 
(AFDEX). Originally developed to analyze the forging process, the software capabilities have expanded 
to apply to extrusion, drawing, rolling, ring rolling, and other functionalities of production lines.  
"AFDEX has been developed with an emphasis on solution accuracy and user-friendliness,” said Jangho 
Lee, managing director at MFRC. “Since the first commercial release in 1995, AFDEX has consistently 
replaced costly and time-consuming trial-and-error approaches to process design in metal forming with 
innovative CAE approaches. It will stay as one of the most reliable friends of Altair customers, who are 
especially confronted with technical obstacles in metal processing.” 
AFDEX is based on rigid-elasto/thermo/viscoplastic finite element method and holds an exceptional 
strength in plate forging, an integrated process of sheet metal forming and cold forging. It also provides 
an accurate analysis for a wide range of metal forming processes, with intelligent automatic meshing and 
re-meshing schemes embedded. AFDEX includes a user-friendly interface equipped with fool-proof 

http://www.altair.com/
http://www.altairalliance.com/
http://www.altairalliance.com/
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capabilities and fully-automatic simulation techniques which have been adopted for the cases of multi-
stage processes. In addition, strong metal flow line prediction on the arbitrary cross-sectional area and 
powerful material identification streamline the metal forming process for more efficient results.  
“Forging is an important manufacturing process where simulation has become indispensable in 
shortening lead time, especially for complex parts,” said Subir Roy, Senior Director of Industry 
Solutions at Altair. “The accuracy of AFDEX and its intuitive workflow will be valuable and highly 
appreciated by users interested in improving part quality and optimizing multi-stage cold and hot forging 
processes.”  
AFDEX predicts forming loads to assist in selecting appropriate presses. It also develops and optimizes 
the metal forming processes which allows process design tryouts to be removed, reducing development 
time and cost. It also enhances product quality in terms of fiber flows and longer life spans and increases 
productivity by prolonging die life. 

Click here to return to Contents 

ASCENT- Center for Technical Knowledge Partners with CADLearning to Provide Free Autodesk 
Certification Preparation Materials 
03 November 2015 

Rand Worldwide today announced that its courseware division, ASCENT- Center for Technical Knowledge, 
is partnering with 4D Technologies to provide free access to their Autodesk Certification Preparation 
content online for a limited time. The new online certification preparation portal includes Official 
Certification Preparation content by ASCENT and rich CADLearning video courses by 4D. These 
materials, available for free from November 3 to December 3, will ensure an unrivalled learning 
experience for those taking certification exams at Autodesk University 2015 in Las Vegas. 
ASCENT’s Official Certification Preparation books are specifically designed to help users prepare for 
Autodesk Certification exams. They contain relevant instructional topics, practices, and review 
questions that directly address the Certified Professional exam topics and objectives. 
To gain access to the ultimate combination of certification preparation materials, register for free 
athttp://certprep.cadlearning.com. 
“We’re combining the best learning materials in one place, online,” says Matt Murphy, director of 
content management and development, 4D Technologies. “Video lessons, detailed descriptions, and 
hands-on practices target specific information that end-users need to know for the certification exams. 
No matter their learning style, this approach ensures they can absorb, and retain the information in the 
way they learn best.” 
ASCENT’s free offering includes six Official Certification Preparation eBooks: 

• AutoCAD 2016: Review for Certification 

• AutoCAD Civil 3D 2016: Review for Certification 

• Autodesk Inventor 2016: Review for Certification 

• Autodesk Revit 2016 Architecture: Review for Certification 

• Autodesk Revit 2016 MEP: Review for Certification 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.rand.com&esheet=51215536&newsitemid=20151103005658&lan=en-US&anchor=Rand+Worldwide&index=1&md5=a6f4d3503fa3eb2e2f76f58bced337d9
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ascented.com&esheet=51215536&newsitemid=20151103005658&lan=en-US&anchor=ASCENT-+Center+for+Technical+Knowledge&index=2&md5=353e8daa04fdcbe038aeb201960bee96
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fcertprep.cadlearning.com%2F&esheet=51215536&newsitemid=20151103005658&lan=en-US&anchor=online+certification+preparation+portal&index=3&md5=f6fd8e529758f99e82e06f18747d04c6
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fcertprep.cadlearning.com&esheet=51215536&newsitemid=20151103005658&lan=en-US&anchor=http%3A%2F%2Fcertprep.cadlearning.com&index=4&md5=fcb873e3082881546452152f059a6226
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• Autodesk Revit 2016 Structure: Review for Certification 
Those who prefer to review printed materials as they prepare for certification exams can purchase 
ASCENT’s Official Certification Preparation Books from Amazon.com. 
CADLearning’s free offering includes 14 exam preparation courses for the following exams and 
includes over 1,000 videos: 

• AutoCAD Certified Professional 

• AutoCAD Certified User 

• AutoCAD Civil 3D Certified Professional 

• Autodesk 3ds Max Certified Professional 

• Autodesk 3ds Max Certified User 

• Autodesk Inventor Certified Professional 

• Autodesk Inventor Certified User 

• Autodesk Maya Certified Professional 

• Autodesk Maya Certified User 

• Autodesk Revit Architecture Certified Professional 

• Autodesk Revit Architecture Certified User 

• Autodesk Revit for Electrical Certified Professional 

• Autodesk Revit for Mechanical and Plumbing Certified Professional 

• Autodesk Revit Structure Certified Professional 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

CloudOne Launches Aras Innovator PLM as a Managed Service with Secure Virtual Private Cloud 
04 November 2015 

CloudOne (oncloudone.com) and Aras® today announced the availability of Aras Innovator® PLM as a 
Managed Service, a virtual private cloud with full managed services. 

The new offering from CloudOne combines the secure infrastructure and comprehensive services 
required by global companies with the complete PLM functionality, customization and integration 
capabilities of Aras. 

Learn more about Aras on CloudOne: http://oncloudone.com/technologies/aras/ 

Aras Innovator PLM as a Managed Service by CloudOne  
CloudOne eliminates the time needed for hardware provisioning and software infrastructure deployment, 
ensuring companies get running quickly and realize a faster return on investment. Running Aras 
Innovator PLM as a Managed Service by CloudOne enables enterprises to achieve new levels of 
scalability, performance, and partner collaboration with PLM. 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ascented.com%2Fcourseware-solutions%2Fautodesk%2Fautodesk-certification%2Freview-for-certification&esheet=51215536&newsitemid=20151103005658&lan=en-US&anchor=Amazon.com&index=5&md5=af9a852580d3789b42552fe8ae9a5dc0
http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cDovL29uY2xvdWRvbmUuY29tL3RlY2hub2xvZ2llcy9hcmFzLw==
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Aras Innovator PLM as a Managed Service with CloudOne delivers:  

• Complete PLM functionality 

• Enterprise security and scalability 

• Efficient customizations and upgrades 

• Up to 6 times faster deployment than on-premise alternatives 

• 24/7 support with contractual service level agreements (SLAs) 

• Predictable subscription fees and lower total cost of ownership (TCO) 
“With Aras on CloudOne, customers are getting a white glove service powered by a team of IT 
specialists that are experts in the infrastructure, cloud security, and maintenance required for Aras 
Innovator,” said John McDonald, CEO at CloudOne. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Elsevier Continues Expansion of Trusted Engineering Technical Reference and Emerging Research 
on Knovel 
02 November 2015 

Elsevier today announced the addition of six publishers who are now offering content via 
the Knovel platform across a range of disciplines. Engineers and technical professionals benefit from 
definitive sources and emerging research addressing topical business challenges on a range of subjects 
including innovation, material selection, sustainability, compliance, manufacturing, and operational 
efficiency. This new content is available now on a subscription basis via Knovel. 
The six publishers added on the Knovel platform are: 

CFE Media provides engineers in manufacturing, commercial and industrial buildings, and 
manufacturing control systems with the knowledge they need to improve their operational efficiency. 
CFE is the platform for content, community and applications that engage engineers worldwide to share, 
learn and increase productivity across all engineering designs, systems and plants. 
ChemIDplus is a chemical database provided by the U.S. National Library of Medicine that serves as a 
dictionary of over 400,000 chemicals (names, synonyms and structures). ChemIDplus includes links to 
NLM and other databases and resources, including links to federal, state and international agencies. 
The European Association of Geoscientists and Engineers (EAGE) is a global professional, non-profit 
association for geoscientists and engineers with around 18,000 members worldwide. All members of 
EAGE are professionally involved in (or studying) geophysics, petroleum exploration, geology, 
reservoir engineering, mining and mineral exploration, civil engineering, tunneling and environmental 
matters. 
Mercury Learning and Information provides print and digital content in the areas of science and medicine, 
technology and computing, engineering, and mathematics (STEM disciplines) designed for the 
professional/reference, trade, library, higher education, career school, and online training markets. 
Mercury Learning and Information embraces both traditional and innovative publishing models 
designed to accommodate the needs of the intended audience by using the appropriate delivery methods. 
NIST TRC ThermoData Engine: For over 70 years, the Thermodynamics Research Center at the National 

http://www.elsevier.com/
http://www.elsevier.com/knovel
http://www.cfemedia.com/
http://chem.sis.nlm.nih.gov/chemidplus/
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/
https://www.eage.org/
http://www.merclearning.com/
http://trc.nist.gov/
http://www.nist.gov/
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Institute of Standards and Technology has produced periodical compilations and electronic databases that 
have become source data for scientific research and industrial process design. Subject areas include 
thermophysical properties and transport properties of pure compounds, binary mixtures, ternary 
mixtures, and chemical reactions, as well as properties for classes of materials representing particular 
needs in academia, industry, and government. 
Princeton University Press is an independent publisher with close connections to Princeton University. Its 
mission is to disseminate scholarship within academia and society at large. 
"Just as technology continues to evolve, so do the informational needs of engineers and technical 
professionals," said Jack Bashian, Director of Business Development at Knovel.  "We continually work 
very closely with customers to ensure Knovel stays a leading platform for empowering knowledge that 
helps our customers make confident decisions." 
By sharing their content on the Knovel platform, publishers can ensure that engineers have access to the 
right content when and where they need it - whether it's at their desk or via mobile devices in the field. 
Content available on the Knovel platform is enhanced with smarter search capabilities and interactive 
content and engineering tools that enable faster engineering information discovery and data analysis, 
including specialized data search and custom taxonomies. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Fujitsu Introduces Game-Changing IoT Edgeware Management Platform in ANZ 
 
02 November 2015 
Fujitsu today announces the market readiness of its Internet of Things (IoT) Edgeware(TM) 
management platform for Australia and New Zealand.  Edgeware provides the link between automated 
identification technology and enterprise applications and is particularly suited for organisations in 
sectors such as: Public Safety (Police, Firefighting and Emergency Services), Distribution & Freight 
(ports; postal services; environmental monitoring of sensitive cargo such as chemicals and explosives; 
cold storage transport and food distribution), Public Utilities, IT Asset Management, Mining and Oil & 
Gas, Healthcare and Manufacturing. 
Edgeware provides the link between automated identification technology and enterprise applications and 
is particularly suited for IT Asset Management  whether increasing inventory accuracy, requiring better 
real time asset lifecycle management, providing pro-active maintenance, security of goods or quicker 
and more accurate asset audits.   
With the completion of training for its local team of expert architects, developers and industry 
consultants; a successful Proof of Concept with a Defence sector pilot customer; plus the experience of 
more than 50+ successful worldwide deployments, Fujitsu is now introducing its game-changing 
Edgeware platform to this region. 
  
The Edgeware platform provides the link between automated identification technology and enterprise 
applications. It allows organisations to build a hardware-independent platform with multiple connected 
sensors, readers, devices, handhelds, networks and other sensors that integrate with rich data from 
corporate systems. Edgeware also translates raw tag data from fixed or mobile devices into relevant 
business contexts (intelligence) that can transact activity and automatically integrate to back-end 
systems, without the need to change enterprise or supply chain systems. 

http://www.nist.gov/
http://press.princeton.edu/
https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/knovel-engineering-information/engineering-tools-and-search#data-search
https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/knovel-engineering-information/engineering-tools-and-search#y
https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/knovel-engineering-information/engineering-tools-and-search#y
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Fujitsu Edgeware is a robust, proven middleware platform that is agnostic to devices, sensors and IT 
enterprise systems. It comprises a software development kit, workflow components and tools, including 
a visual emulator for rapid applications development and deployment. Edgeware provides high impact, 
rapid ROI and short-term payback for organisations in operational areas, particularly those in highly 
regulated industries or with complex supply chains. 
Edgeware is the critical layer for connecting the world of sensors, assets, devices, networks and 
enterprise systems. The automation of ‘edge’ processes turns real-time events and raw data into 
meaningful and valuable information to assist in complex decision making. The platform provides the 
ability to scale quickly and easily. Companies can start with one user case (for example: chain of 
custody or inventory tracking) and then when ready, deploy multiple user cases and then move to a full 
IoT platform with real-time analytic capability. 
Mike Foster, Chief Executive Officer of Fujitsu Australia and New Zealand, said: “Having completed 
the initial investment in our Edgeware capability, we can now position the new platform’s first 
customers as leaders in leveraging the IoT space. This is for organisations in highly disruptive or 
competitive markets that are looking to the latest in technological advances to add differentiated value to 
their operations.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Infor Plans to Grow European Partner Network by 36 Percent 
03 November 2015 

 Infor today announced that it plans to increase the number of European partners in the Infor Partner 
Network (IPN) by 36 percent in the next six months. 
The IPN is a global network designed to provide the tools and resources necessary to help partners grow 
a profitable and sustainable business around Infor products. Infor has continued to make significant 
investments in the IPN since its inception in 2011, building a program that has been consistently 
recognized as a leader in the industry. 
Ninety-seven new channel partners joined the IPN in fiscal year 2015 making it the fourth consecutive 
year that Infor has cultivated around 100 new reseller partnerships worldwide. Infor continues to recruit 
channel partners and is currently looking for new partners focused on Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems, particularly in the key vertical 
markets of fashion, food & beverage and industrial machinery. 
"Resellers and Alliance Partners continue to play an integral role in Infor's CloudSuite™ and micro-
vertical initiatives," said Peter Stanley, vice president, European Partner Sales, Infor. "Our approach to 
channel recruitment is focused on quality over quantity - we are not looking to take on thousands of 
partners and risk dilution. Instead we want a smaller number of partners who have considerable industry 
experience and are well aligned with our products and dedication to the needs of customers in micro-
vertical industries." 
Infor continues to attract new resellers and service providers by enhancing available resources and 
creating new initiatives exclusively for partners. Within the last year, Infor launched the Infor 
CloudSuite™ Academy, a training program designed to equip partners with the necessary skills and 
knowledge to help customers implement Infor applications in the cloud. The company also created Infor 
Launchpad to provide partners around the world with access to live, in-person training with Infor 
business development representatives (BDRs). Both of these programs were built to give resellers and 

http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G070280-001&id=7577332&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G070280-001&id=7577335&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fpartners%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G070280-001&id=7577335&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fpartners%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G070280-001&id=7577338&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fcompany%2fnews%2fpressroom%2fpressreleases%2fCSAcademy%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G070280-001&id=7577338&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fcompany%2fnews%2fpressroom%2fpressreleases%2fCSAcademy%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G070280-001&id=7577341&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fcompany%2fnews%2fpressroom%2fpressreleases%2fLaunchpad%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G070280-001&id=7577341&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fcompany%2fnews%2fpressroom%2fpressreleases%2fLaunchpad%2f
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service providers an individualized experience tailored for their industry and product focus, helping 
them to increase competitive differentiation and drive opportunities for their company. 
In addition to recruiting new partners, Infor is dedicated to growing its existing partner base by helping 
them to extend their portfolio of Infor products, whilst helping them migrate their customers to the 
Cloud with Infor CloudSuite. Infor CloudSuite Academy classes are widely available to assist partners 
to help with these migrations. 
Infor also encourages partners that wish to dive deeply into key industries to participate in Infor's Micro-
vertical Specialization Program to deliver industry-specific applications built on Infor Mongoose. 
"We have continued to meet and exceed the objectives that were established for the IPN when it was 
initially created, offering more options and methods to help partners grow their business with each 
passing year," said Jeff Abbott, senior vice president, Global Alliance and Channels, Infor. "Infor is 
focused on micro-vertical specialization and helping customers make the move to the cloud, and so is 
the IPN. Partners are an integral part of our long-term business strategy, and we've achieved this level of 
success by ensuring that the program's structure and resources tie directly into our larger company 
initiatives." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Lantek reaches global agreement with Vanad 2000 
04 November 2015 

Lantek is further pursuing its policy of increasing its export market by signing a worldwide agreement 
with Vanad 2000, which manufactures fiber laser, oxy-fuel and plasma cutting machines at its 
headquarters in the Czech Republic. 
Vanad has delivered well over 1000 machines through its distribution network which extends across 
Eastern Europe, Russia, Germany, Austria and as far as South Africa. It has a programme of continuous 
development and has recently added four new machines to its portfolio, the Vanad Kompakt Light 
plasma cutter which can cut material up to 30mm thick with plasma or 50mm with oxy-cut; the Vanad 
Bluester with automatic plasma 3D head; the Vanad Suprema which can cut sheets up to 12m x 3.1m 
and the Vanad Laser Kompakt fiber laser which offers travel speeds of over 45m/minute. 
The Lantek Expert CAD/CAM software is already distributed in more than 100 countries worldwide and 
Lantek has its own offices in 15 including the USA, Germany, Chile, Japan and China enabling it to 
deliver high quality global support to its customers. Francisco Perez, Director of OEM Channel at 
Lantek says, “By agreeing a worldwide strategic partnership with Vanad 2000, we will be able to 
increase our penetration of the Eastern European market. Vanad has been particularly successful there. 
We already have partnership arrangements with some of its distributors. With our office in Poland and 
our existing dealers in Hungary and Croatia, we will be able to deliver high quality support and training 
to new customers in the region.” 

For Vanad 2000, offering Lantek Expert CAD/CAM nesting software as a turnkey solution with its 
machines will bring access to premium CAD/CAM solutions to Vanad’s customers, enhancing the 
return on investment they achieve from investing in Vanad equipment. In addition, Lantek’s global 
network will open up opportunities for Vanad in new export markets, allowing it to extend its dealer 
network and grow the reputation of the company. 

http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G070280-001&id=7577344&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fcompany%2fnews%2fpressroom%2fpressreleases%2fMVPP%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G070280-001&id=7577344&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fcompany%2fnews%2fpressroom%2fpressreleases%2fMVPP%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G070280-001&id=7577347&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fsolutions%2ftechnology%2fapp-dev-framework%2f
http://www.vanad.cz/en/
http://www.lanteksms.com/uk/lantek-expert-cad-cam-nesting-software
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Since its formation in 1986, Lantek Expert has been the flagship product for Lantek and is used by over 
16,000 customers globally. The continuous development of the software has enabled Lantek Expert to 
maintain its market leading position. In 2015 alone, new features include highly accurate time 
calculation algorithms and enhancements to ease of use and CAD interoperability. By building a long 
term relationship both Vanad 2000 and Lantek will be able to build mutually profitable business at an 
international level, based on service and performance for customers. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Machine tool simulation will be reinvented by means of the European project Twin-Control 
02 November 2015 

ModuleWorks, the leading supplier of CAD/CAM components for toolpath creation and CNC 
simulation is happy to join the consortium for the European Twin Control project. 
The first of October saw the start of the European project Twin-Control, an alliance of eleven European 
partners that aims to design a new concept for machine tool and machining process simulation. The 
project will last for 36 months, has a total budget of 5.6 million euros and is partially funded by the 
European Union under the European Framework Programme for Research and Innovation, Horizon 
2020 (grant agreement No. 680725). 
Twin-Control is a new concept of machine tool simulation because it unifies the different concepts that 
affect the machining process, combining advanced simulation models and including vital aspects in 
today’s industry, such as maintenance and energy efficiency. In addition, it will allow for the integration 
of the actual machine state in the models, increasing productivity through model-based control and even 
assisting with predictive maintenance actions. 
In short, machine tool users will be able to use the technology resulting from the Twin-Control project to 
better control and optimize their processes, thus improving productivity. The results will be validated by 
two key industries in Europe, the automotive and aerospace sectors, and additional demonstrations will 
be conducted in three leading pilot lines. 
The consortium is made up by the following members: IK4-TEKNIKER (coordinator, Spain), the 
University of Sheffield (UK), Samtech S.A. (Belgium), Technische Universtiät Darmstadt (Germany), 
Predict S.A.S. (France), Artis GmbH (Germany), ModuleWorks GmbH (Germany), Gepro Systems S.L. 
(Spain), Mecanizaciones Aeronáuticas, S.A. (Spain), Comau France S.A.S. (France) and Renault S.A.S. 
(France). 
ModuleWorks’ contribution to this project will be their knowledge and expertise in process simulation 
and integration. The partners will get access to the ModuleWorks process data as an interface to the 
material removal simulation to advance the simulation detail and accuracy with their process expertise. 
ModuleWorks will also support the integration of the Twin-Control developments into commercial 
CNC-Controls. The results of this project will be integrated into the ModuleWorks product portfolio and 
therefore made available to a wide range of possible industrial applications. For this transfer 
ModuleWorks will coordinate the exploitation management in the project consortium. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Mentor Graphics Announces Winners of Don Miller Award for Thermo-Fluid Design Excellence 
06 November 2015 

Mentor Graphics Corporation today announced the winners of its first annual Don Miller Award for 
Excellence in System-Level Thermo-Fluid Design. Mentor Graphics established the award to recognize 
exceptional use of Flowmaster® software in research and real-world applications. The inaugural award 
was presented toAndrea Tradii, Stefano Rossin and Riccardo De Paolis of GE Oil and Gas on October 
19th at the 31st International CAE Conference in Verona, Italy. Their work, "Experimental Validation of 
Steam Turbine Control Oil Actuation Systems Transient Behavior," was presented at the same event last 
year and was nominated for the inaugural award this year. 

Tradii, Rossin and De Paolis' work dramatically demonstrates the value of simulating the multi-physics 
of the fluid-mechanical interactions of a steam turbine trip valve using the Mentor Graphics® 
Flowmaster tool.  With nearly 40 years of combined experience at GE Oil and Gas and the 
turbomachinery industry, the authors demonstrated creativity and innovative thinking in the application 
of the Flowmaster software to solve a significant engineering challenge. 

Two runners-up were also selected by the panel of expert judges, including Don Miller. The team 
of Morten Kjeldsen from Flow Design Bureau AS, and Christoffer Jarpner from EnginSoft Nordic 
received a runner-up award for their work at Salt Ship Design SX. They investigated use of 1D and 3D 
CFD as complementary methods of simulation and optimized piping systems onboard ships with the aid 
of Flowmaster software and other CAE tools. The team of Roberto Conti, Emanuele Galardi, Enrico Meli, 
Daniele Nocciolini,Luca Pugi, Andrea Rindi of Florence University, with Dr. Stefano Rossin and Riccardo 
De Paolis of General Electric Nuovo Pignone S.p.A., was recognized for their innovative work on 
understanding the interactions between the fluid, mechanical control and control logic of a steam turbine 
control valve.                                       

"I am deeply honored to have an award in my name, and to see the tremendous body of work executed 
by these outstanding engineers," stated Don Miller, former research director for British Hydromechanics 
Research (now BHR Group) in the U.K. "I had no idea the capabilities Flowmaster would provide users 
with when I sought venture capital funding 35 years ago. The prize-winning entry clearly demonstrates 
that from a core of validated data, not only can the thermal/fluid flow performance of complete systems 
be simulated, but also the functioning of complex individual components that carry out vital control and 
safety functions." Miller is also the author of Internal Flow Systems, whose book serves as the 
foundation for Mentor Graphics Flowmaster software technology. 

For more information on the Don Miller Award, and to review the winning submissions for the 2015 
awards, visit:http://www.mentor.com/products/mechanical/awards-publications/don-miller 

Click here to return to Contents 

UberCloud Delivers CAE Applications as a Service 
04 November 2015 

UberCloud has announced the release of popular commercial and open source technical applications 
coming in Docker-based UberCloud Containers which are ready-to-execute packages of software 
designed to deliver the tools that engineers need to complete their task in hand. Popular commercial and 
open-source tools are pre-installed, configured, and tested, in UberCloud Containers, and are run on bare 
metal, without loss of performance. They are ready to execute, literally in an instant with no need to 

http://www.mentor.com/
http://www.mentor.com/products/mechanical/awards-publications/don-miller
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install software, deal with complex OS commands, or configure. 
In September Univa announced Univa Grid Engine Container Edition enterprise workload management 
and orchestration software that blends performance computing jobs with application containers in a 
single cloud-native environment. Univa manages policy and scheduling complexity through native 
integration of containers into Univa’s leading edge solution stack. 
“We are excited to partner with UberCloud as they build, manage and support performance application 
containers available to a whole host of new users,” said Gary Tyreman, CEO of Univa Corporation. 
“The broad use of containers will follow the availability and best practices UberCloud’s unique offering 
will leverage.” 
“Container’s best-selling point, in my opinion, is the fact that I don’t have to change my “routines” to set 
up a simulation and solve it. Using the container is as if I’m logging onto just another local network 
machine via remote desktop,” said Mio Suzuki, Analysis Engineer at Trek Bicycle Corporation. “This is 
great especially for engineers like me with short project turnaround times restricting the ability to spend 
time to modify my working patterns or investigate in the new setup even when the “new way of doing” 
may become beneficial in the long run.” 
UberCloud Container technology allows a wide variety and selection for engineers because containers 
are portable from server to server, cloud to cloud. The cloud operators or IT departments no longer need 
to limit the variety, since they no longer have to install, tune and maintain the underlying software. 
Enterprises can rely on the UberCloud Containers to cut through this complexity by providing hardware 
abstraction, where the container is not tightly coupled with the server. Abstraction between the hardware 
and software stacks provides the ease of access and use and the agility that bare metal environments 
lack. 
“Application containers bring a simplicity to complicated performance and engineering environments 
never seen before”, said Wolfgang Gentzsch, President of UberCloud. “UberCloud builds powerful 
engineering and scientific software application containers as a professional service and in partnership 
with leading software providers. UberCloud and Univa technologies complement each other with Univa 
focusing on orchestrating jobs and containers on any computing resource infrastructure.” 
UberCloud and Univa are partnering to provide a comprehensive container orchestration environment 
together with an early but growing set of containers for application software from ANSYS, CD-adapco, 
Gromacs, NICE DCV, Numeca, OpenFOAM, PSPP, Scilab, and many more to come. And, companies 
can now containerize all their application software, be it commercial, open source, or in-house 
developed. This way it will be easily accessible and usable on-demand, at their users’ finger tips: install 
once in a container, use anywhere. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Event News 
Cadence to Showcase ARM-Optimized Solutions for Developing Complete Systems at ARM TechCon 
2015 
03 November 2015 

Cadence Design Systems, Inc. (NASDAQ: CDNS) today announced it plans to showcase its ARM®-
optimized solutions that make complete systems possible at ARM TechCon 2015. The event is 

http://studio-5.financialcontent.com/prnews?Page=Quote&Ticker=CDNS
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scheduled for November 10-12, 2015, in Santa Clara, Calif., with Cadence, a diamond sponsor, in booth 
#200. 
WHAT: 

Cadence is scheduled to deliver several presentations developed for the ARM community. The 
scheduled Cadence® speaking sessions are: 

• Case Study: Optimizing GPU Performance Through Matched DDR Subsystem 
Design: Tuesday, Nov. 10, 11:30am, Nick Heaton, Cadence distinguished engineer, 
and Mladen Wilder, ARM senior principal engineer 

• Miniaturizing Sensing and Power for IoT Design: Wednesday, Nov. 
11, 10:30am, Ian Dennison, Cadence senior group director, R&D, and Tim 
Menasveta, ARM CPU product manager 

• Multi-Abstraction Hardware/Software Debug for ARMv7/8-Based 
SoCs: Wednesday, Nov. 11, 11:30am, Frank Schirrmeister, Cadence group director, 
product management, Larry Melling, Cadence product management director, 
and Robert Kaye, ARM technical specialist 

• High-Performance Implementation of ARM Cortex®-M7 Processor in Embedded 
Flash Technology, Wednesday, Nov. 11,11:30am, Emmanuelle Amouriaux, 
Cadence staff applications engineer, and Alain Sermesse, Atmel physical design 
manager 

• Reducing Margin Pessimism in ARM IP with LVF and Statistical On-Chip 
Variation: Wednesday, Nov. 11, 2:30pm, Igor Keller, Cadence distinguished 
engineer, and Jim Dodrill, ARM senior principal engineer 

• Validating the Performance Envelope of Configurable Cache-Coherent 
Systems: Wednesday, Nov. 11, 3:30pm, Nick Heaton, Cadence distinguished 
engineer and Jeff Defilippi, ARM product manager 

• New Verification Requirements for ARM AMBA® AHB-Based IoT Systems on 
Chip (SoCs): Wednesday, Nov. 11, 4:30pm,Avi Behar, Cadence product marketing 
director, Verification IP, and William Orme, ARM product manager 

• Achieving Perfect Power/Performance/Area/Thermal Balance for Apps Processor 
Cores in FinFET Nodes: Thursday, Nov. 12, 10:30am, Sumit Goswami, Qualcomm 
engineering director 

• Practical ARM CPU Digital Implementation on TSMC 10nm: Thursday, Nov. 
12, 11:30am, Paddy Mamtora, Cadence product engineering group director, 
and Tim Whitfield, ARM director of engineering 

• Portable and Reusable System-Level Verification Use Cases for ARM-Based 
SoCs: Thursday, Nov. 12, 11:30am, Larry Melling, Cadence product management 
director, and,  Swami Venkatesan, solutions architect 

• Implementation of ARM Cortex-A17 Quad-core in GLOBALFOUNDRIES 
22FDX Technology: Thursday, Nov. 12, 2:30pm, Dr.Joerg Winkler, 
GLOBALFOUNDRIES fellow design engineer, and Dr. Tamer Ragheb, 

http://schedule.armtechcon.com/speaker/defilippi-jeff.39015
http://schedule.armtechcon.com/speaker/venkatesan-swami.39245
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GLOBALFOUNDRIES digital design methodology manager 

• Architecting and Customizing SoC Infrastructure for Optimum Mobile SoC 
Performance: Thursday, Nov. 12, 2:30pm, Nick Heaton, Cadence distinguished 
engineer, and William Orme, ARM strategic marketing manager, Interconnect 
Products 

• Enabling Power Closure and Power Analysis for ARM Systems: Thursday, Nov. 
12, 4:30pm, John Decker, Cadence low-power solutions architect 

New this year is the Cadence "Expert Bar" in booth #200, where attendees can hold in-depth discussions 
on a variety of design challenge topics with Cadence experts. Throughout the two exhibit days, experts 
will be available on topics such as IoT design, verifying AMBA protocol compliance, embedded 
software debug and digital implementation of ARM IP. To see the full schedule, visit the Cadence 
events website at http://www.cadence.com/cadence/events/Pages/event.aspx?eventid=1008. 
To register for the conference, visit http://www.armtechcon.com 

WHEN: 

ARM TechCon is scheduled for November 10-12, 2015. 

WHERE: 

Santa Clara Convention Center in Santa Clara, Calif. 

Cadence is located in booth #200. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Dassault Helps Define “Manufacturing In The Age Of Experience” In Japan 
06 November 2015 

Dassault Systèmes today announced that Dassault Systèmes is helping define and drive the digital 
transformation of industry in Japan during the “Year of Franco-Japanese Innovation,” an initiative 
launched in Tokyo on October 5, 2015 by the prime ministers of France and Japan to support 
cooperation between the two countries on innovation and scientific excellence. 
Dassault Systèmes is hosting the event “Manufacturing in the Age of Experience” in Tokyo today, 
bringing together thought leaders and C-level executives from across Japan to address the challenges 
that Japanese industry is facing and their collective vision for its future. Together, they will explore how 
the use of virtual design, simulation, manufacturing and collaboration applications can help revitalize 
innovation, enable the shift from mass production to mass customization, encourage an open innovation 
platform and create new ecosystems with fab labs that will boost the local economy. 
As one of the largest industrial countries in the world, Japan is now embarking on a highly-structured, 
five-year program—much like “Industry of the Future” in France and “Industry 4.0” in Germany—in 
order to embrace new digital concepts that can revolutionize industrial processes such as mass 
customization. 
“The digital revolution that has taken place in design will soon take place at the manufacturing level 
and, by leveraging the possibilities offered by virtual universes, manufacturing can create a sustainable 
future,” said Bernard Charlès, President & CEO, Dassault Systèmes. “Industrial innovation integrates 

http://www.cadence.com/cadence/events/Pages/event.aspx?eventid=1008
http://www.armtechcon.com/
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multiple digital concepts that are changing existing processes and creating a dynamic, holistic and more 
sustainable production model, including system-driven and interconnected production environments 
based on manufacturing-as-a-service, additive manufacturing and the use of new materials. Dassault 
Systèmes is participating in approximately 50 manufacturing programs around the world, including in 
Japan, to help bring together industrial and research ecosystems, combine their respective skills and 
focus their investments.” 
A long-time technological partner to many of the largest industrial groups in Japan, Dassault Systèmes, 
with its 3DEXPERIENCE platform, brings state-of-the-art manufacturing solutions to mechanical, 
science-based and chemical industries worldwide. 
“Manufacturing in the Age of Experience” is the first of many events that Dassault Systèmes will host 
during the “Year of Franco-Japanese Innovation.” The company was present at the official signing of 
this initiative, where it participated in a panel on digital innovation and demonstrated its 
3DEXPERIENCity smart city project, Living Heart smart healthcare project and 3DEXCITE’s 3D 
marketing automation applications. Dassault Systèmes also has partnerships with a number of fab labs in 
Japan who are deploying the company’s 3DEXPERIENCE platform. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Delcam to show latest CADCAM for mouldmakers at DMP exhibition 
06 November 2015 

Delcam will demonstrate the latest releases in its range of CADCAM software for mouldmakers at the 
DMP exhibition to be held in Dongguan, China, from the 18th and 21st November.  New releases will be 
on show of the modelling-for-manufacture CAD system, PowerSHAPE, the PowerMILL CAM system 
for high-speed and five-axis machining, and the PowerINSPECT inspection software. 
The 2016 release of PowerSHAPE Pro software will help users to complete complex tooling designs 
more quickly and more easily.  In addition, a combination of new, more efficient, code and the extension 
of multi-threaded calculations to many commonly-used tasks will make the software significantly faster 
than any previous version. 
One key enhancement allows groups of features to be copied between two solids in a single operation.  
While the features do not need to be of the same type, the most common application is expected to be in 
copying patterns of holes from one solid to another, for example from one mould plate to any other plate 
in the mould stack. 
The main enhancement in PowerMILL 2016 is the ability to mirror complete machining projects in one 
operation and to maintain automatically the machining characteristics, for example to specify 
automatically whether climb or conventional milling should be used in each section of the toolpath.  
Previously, only individual toolpaths could be mirrored. 
Automatic mirroring saves considerable time whenever tooling is needed to produce right- and left-hand 
versions of a part.  It will also be faster to program the machining of moulds for symmetrical objects 
since it will be possible to program one half of the core or cavity and then mirror the toolpaths to 
generate the complete program. 
The latest release of PowerINSPECT makes it easier to complete fast and accurate inspection of 
complex assemblies, including mould tools.  The main improvement for users of CNC CMMs is the 
addition of support for MCR20 and FCR25 probe change racks.  PowerINSPECT can now incorporate 
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probe changes into fully-automated measurement sequences.   
The new version also includes automatic feature extraction for point-cloud batch inspection, easier 
navigation of the history tree, better control over RPS alignments and new options for collision 
checking.  

Click here to return to Contents 

IBM, Getrag, Akrapovic and Autronica Added to Agenda to Speak about Successful PLM Strategies 
and the Future of PLM at ACE 2015 Europe, Aras User Conference 
04 November 2015 

Aras® today announced the addition of representatives from IBM, Getrag, Akrapovic and Autronica to 
the agenda at ACE Europe, the annual Aras user conference to be held in Berlin on November 10 & 11. 
In addition, there will be a joint presentation on successful ALM-PLM integration given by Airbus, IBM 
and Aras.  
To learn more and to register, visit: www.aras.com/ace/2015/eu/default.aspx 

At the ACE 2015 Europe PLM experts and software users will offer insights into: 

• Connected Products 

• Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) 

• Secure Collaboration 

• Cloud Deployment Options 

• PLM Customization 

• Industry 4.0 
Titled Rethink PLM, the conference is appropriate for any company looking for a better way to achieve 
successful PLM implementations. Attendees will hear real-life stories and new strategies for rapid 
deployment of PLM solutions in complex product environments requiring integrations with MCAD, 
ECAD, ALM, and other PDM or PLM systems. Aras partners such as T-Systems, IHS, Minerva, Prostep 
and Kisters will present applications that extend user capabilities and deployment options of Aras 
Innovator®. 
“The Aras community is quite strong, so PLM users and administrators find great value in attending 
ACE Europe to hear about real-world PLM applications directly from other users,” said Michael Mayr, 
Marketing Manager, EMEA at Aras. “Customers return year after year to share ideas, gain inspiration 
and learn best practices from industry-leading companies.” 
Participation in ACE 2015 Europe is free of charge. The event will be held on November 10 & 11 at the 
andel’s Hotel Berlin. For more information and to register, visit www.aras.com/ace/2015/eu/ace-2015-
europe-registration.aspx. More information also on Twitteraras_plm and on the German Aras PLM Blog: 
http://www.aras-blog.de 

Click here to return to Contents 
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JETCAM Rolls Out New Software at Airtec 
04 November 2015 

JETCAM Composite roll out new versions of its core composite software products, as well as 
showcasing the latest in laser projection systems which offer solutions for kitting, automatic ply 
verification and documentation, and FOD prevention at Airtec in Munich, Germany, Hall C3 Booth B15 
between 3-5 November 2015. 
JETCAM explains that its flagship nesting software, JETCAM Expert, recently underwent a 
transformation with an entirely new interface in v18. The latest v18 release builds on this with dozens of 
enhancements across the CAD and CAM sections, nesting performance enhancements as well 
improvements to several popular postprocessors. 

According to JETCAM, the new user interface draws much of its styling from its CrossTrack product, 
and focuses on reducing the mouse movements a user has to perform during day-to-day operations. All 
file management and tabular data views have been improved with new controls, and general 
performance enhancements have been made throughout the interface. 

Attendees are invited to bring CAD files with them to submit for a free nest comparison benchmark, 
with v18’s new high performance nesting. Companies often see savings of over 10% which, when 
cutting expensive material such as carbon fibre, can generate a return on investment of months or even 
weeks. 

The Premium versions of JETCAM Orders Controller (JOC) also include several new features. Starting 
with CAD, a new DXF nest splitter allows users to automatically split a DXF file containing multiple 
plies. Multiple configuration profiles can be created, providing the user with parameters such as 
tolerance, whether to keep text or to use found text as the name for the resulting DXF files. With one 
click a DXF nest can then be split into separate plies, ready for CAD processing. Similarly, JETCAM 
Expert’s CAD filtering now also allows multiple configuration profiles to be configured through JOC, 
ensuring that the selected profile settings are applied automatically on a per-file basis, fixing any issues 
during the CAD import process. Other additions include improvements to part/nest costing and a new 
reports designer. 

JETCAM will also be demonstrating the recently launched Cut Scheduler – a low cost and capable job 
scheduling application. Running in either standalone mode or as a multi-terminal master/shopfloor 
mode, it allows drag and drop scheduling of nests and one-click job starting, which downloads NC code 
to each CNC machine. 

 Click here to return to Contents 

Financial News  
3D Systems Reports Third Quarter and Nine Months 2015 Financial Results 
04 November 2015 

3D Systems Corporation announced today its financial results for the third quarter and nine months 
ended September 30, 2015. 
For the third quarter of 2015, the company reported revenue of $151.6 million, a decrease of 9% over 
the comparable quarter in 2014, or a 3% decrease on a constant currency basis. The company reported a 

http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10155087&l=1&a=3D%20Systems&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3dsystems.com%2F
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GAAP loss of $0.29 per share and non-GAAP earnings of $0.01 per share. 
"We are disappointed with our overall results and the lower revenue from our 3D printing products and 
services, which we believe were negatively impacted by continued challenging market conditions that 
extended customers' capital investment cycles and reduced demand across all geographies," commented 
Andrew Johnson, Interim President & Chief Executive Officer and Chief Legal Officer, 3D Systems. 
"However, we are pleased that our 3D healthcare simulators and services and 3D software contributed 
favorably to our results." 
Gross profit margin decreased 90 basis points compared to the third quarter of 2014 to 46.9% due 
primarily to the negative impact of consumer products. 
For the third quarter of 2015, operating expenses remained flat sequentially at $105.7 million, inclusive 
of $22.5 million of R&D expenditures and an $11.3 million expense for an arbitration award related to a 
business acquisition completed in 2011. 
The company reported a third quarter GAAP net loss of $32.2 million, or a $0.29 loss per share. The 
company reported non-GAAP net income of $0.8 million, or $0.01 earnings per share. 
The company used $4.3 million of cash for operations during the quarter and had $157.5 million of cash 
on hand at the end of September. 
For the first nine months of 2015, revenue grew 4% to $482.8 million, or a 12% increase on a constant 
currency basis, resulting in a GAAP loss of $0.53 per share and non-GAAP earnings of $0.08 per share. 
"As we navigate challenging market conditions, we are taking decisive steps to reduce our cost structure 
and better prioritize our resources around near-term opportunities while continuing investments in 
quality initiatives, partner-centric programs and new products," concluded Johnson. 
The company is focusing on leveraging its domain expertise in key verticals into new products and 
partnerships that it believes could drive incremental adoption. Recently, the company has: 

• Expanded its healthcare reach with new modules for cardiology training and 
surgical planning and partnered with MirrorMe3D to bring 3D printing to 
cosmetic surgery;   

• Expanded its partnerships with Phillips Corporation, U.S. Army Research Lab 
and Pennsylvania State University, to advance material and process 
developments, including critical defense and aerospace applications;   

• Added Methods Machine Tools, a leading supplier of precision machine tools and 
automation for manufacturing, as a channel partner;   

• Partnered with GPI Prototype & Manufacturing Services to expand use cases for 
its Direct Metal Printers;   

• Introduced Nylon material and Infinity™ Rinse-Away water soluble support 
material for its desktop 3D printers; and   

• Introduced the next generation of GibbsCam Software for production machining. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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ATOS :Third quarter 2015 revenue 
04 November 2015 

Atos today announces its third quarter 2015 revenue. Revenue was € 2,708 million, up +23% year-on-
year. With +0.5% organic growth in Q3 2015, the positive revenue trend is confirmed for the fourth 
quarter in a row. Commercial activity was strong in Q3 with a book to bill ratio of 93% and an order 
entry totaling € 2,531 million. 
During the third quarter of 2015, the global strategic partnership with Siemens has been further 
strengthened. Firstly, the IT contract has been extended with the minimum committed volumes 
increased from € 5.5 billion to € 8.73 billion for the period from July 2011 to December 2021. Secondly, 
the Atos-Siemens Alliance has been broadened as the two companies explore further opportunities for 
collaboration in the fields of advanced data analytics, cyber-security and device connectivity with a joint 
innovation investment program that has been increased from the initial funding of € 100 million to € 150 
million. Thirdly, Atos plans to acquire Unify (formerly known as Siemens Enterprise Communications) 
which would strengthen Atos' offering in the field of unified communications. Finally, the Siemens 5-
year lock-up period has been extended until September 30, 2020. 

Worldline has reached a transaction agreement with Equens, a prominent European payment services 
provider, headquartered in the Netherlands. The contemplated transaction represents a transformational 
step for Worldline, fully in line with the strategy presented at the time of its IPO. The deal will enhance 
Worldline's leadership in the payment services industry providing it with a comprehensive pan-
European footprint, with leading positions and offerings in key geographies and significantly increased 
scale, with 2015 pro forma revenue increasing by circa € 310 million to exceed € 1.5 billion. 

Thierry Breton, Chairman and CEO of Atos, said: "In addition to the third quarter 2015 revenue which 
confirms the capability of Atos to sustain positive organic growth, I am glad to announce several key 
achievements in the strategic development of the Group. 

I am delighted that Siemens decided to extend its shareholding in Atos for at least the next five years to 
support Atos in the journey to create a European global leader in the IT digital world. After four years of 
successful collaboration, Siemens renewed its confidence in Atos through a significant extended volume 
of business commitment to support its digital transformation. 

I am looking forward to welcoming the Unify employees and their very strong management who would 
bring Atos' customers an extended services and software platforms offering to enhance business 
performance in their digital journey. 

The transaction project with Equens will represent a transformational step for Worldline, fully in line 
with its strategy and the ambition of Atos to reinforce its European leadership in the field of e-payment 
services. Through this transaction five large European banks would renew their commercial contracts for 
the next 5 years. I welcome the Equens team and its experienced and highly-skilled experts to the 
Group. 

All these strategic achievements make me fully confident in the strong potential of our Group to 
continue delivering value to our clients and shareholders." 

Managed Services revenue was € 1,527 million, up +35.9% year-on-year and +0.8% at constant scope 
and exchange rates. Organic revenue growth came from the ramp-up of several large Managed Services 
contracts in the United Kingdom, mainly in the Public and Manufacturing sectors, and in "Other 
Business Units" (Asia-Pacific, IMEA). North America was almost stable while France and Germany 
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faced lower volumes, mainly in the Telco and Energy sectors. 
Revenue in Consulting & Systems Integration was € 774 million, up +1.2% year-on-year and down   -
2.6% at constant scope and exchange rates. The activity was strong in Financial Services in most of the 
geographies and in the Public sector in Central & Eastern Europe and in France. The situation improved 
in Germany thanks to stronger workforce management implemented by the new team. Revenue grew in 
France, led by Technology Services and stabilized in Benelux & The Nordics. The situation was 
contrasted in the UK with the end of some contracts and reduction in scope on some application 
management contract while revenue grew in other practices. 
During the third quarter of 2015, revenue in Big Data & Cyber-security was € 113 million, representing 
organic growth of +4.0%. Revenue growth stemmed from strong activity in France driven by Extreme 
Computing and the Cyber-security business. Cyber-security also grew in the UK while order delays 
from the Swiss government continued to impact the overall business. 
On a standalone basis, Worldline increased its revenue by +5.0%. From a contributive perspective to 
Atos, revenue was € 294 million, up +6.0% compared to the third quarter of 2014. All Global Business 
Lines grew organically. In Merchant Services & Terminals, growth was primarily driven by the 
Commercial Acquiring and the Terminal businesses. All divisions in Financial Processing & Software 
Licensing were positively oriented, in particular Payment Software Licensing with significant license 
sales in Asia and Online Banking Services thanks to non-card payment transactions. Revenue growth in 
Mobility & e-Transactional Services was driven by e-Consumer & Mobility mainly thanks to the 
development of Connected Living activities. e-Government collection grew, benefiting from the ramp-
up of digitization projects. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Changes in the capital of MISSLER SOFTWARE Group 
05 November 2015 

The MISSLER SOFTWARE Group is a French publisher of CAD/CAM software 
(computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing). It posts sales of almost €30M and employs 
some 250 people all over the world. The capital operation by iXO Private Equity heralds a new step in 
the Group's development. 
Founded in 1983, the MISSLER SOFTWARE Group is the result of a merger of four publishers: 
MISSLER SOFTWARE, TOPCAD, CATALPA and CN Industries. The software developed and 
published by the Group offers a completely integrated design, manufacturing and management solution 
for SMEs and major industrial groups. The software is mainly intended for manufacturers and 
subcontractors in the mechanical, sheet metalwork/boiler work and wood sectors that are faced with 
major design operations in readiness for manufacturing, and the need to check the parts they make very 
precisely. 
To date, more than 50,000 licenses have been installed worldwide. In France, the software is sold 
through a network of agents that are close to their customers. Export sales, which now represent 35% of 
turnover, are mostly made through a network of resellers. 
After a first LBO between 2005 and 2011; which enabled the management team to acquire a majority 
stake in the Group, iXO Private Equity is now investing €4M and acquiring a minority stake in the new 
pool. This operation sees the partial or total withdrawal of long-standing shareholders, who have retired 
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after more than 30 years of loyal service, and the arrival of experienced managers in the capital. They 
will strengthen the management team headed by Christian Arber, Marc Choquin and Jean-Luc Rolland, 
by partly replacing the people who have left. This operation also demonstrates the Group's desire to 
rejuvenate its management team and to speed up its international development. Now that the domestic 
market is mature, exports represent a source of growth that can offset the very high development costs 
by addressing a broader customer base. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Geometric declares highest Earnings in a quarter 
Geometric Ltd. announced its second quarter financial results for FY 2015-2016 at the board meeting 
held today. 
Highlights for the quarter ended September 30, 2015 (Q2 FY16) 

• Consolidated Profit after Tax rose to INR  230.24 Mn this quarter from INR 
191.27 Mn in Q1FY16 and INR 162.9 Mn in Q2FY15, a growth of 20.4% q-o-q 
and 41.3% y-o-y 

• Revenue in USD terms grew to USD 47.46 Mn compared to USD 46.80 Mn in 
the previous quarter and USD 46.12 Mn in the corresponding quarter last year, a 
rise of 1.4% and 2.9% respectively 

• Signed new deals worth USD 12.14 Mn 

• Improvement in utilization from 72.7% last quarter to 74.1% this quarter 
contributed to better margins 

• EPS for the quarter at INR 3.57 
The Company declared operating revenues of INR 3,083.52 Mn for the quarter, compared to revenues of 
INR 2,975.55 Mn in the previous quarter and INR 2,796.67 Mn in the corresponding quarter last year 
reflecting a growth of 3.6% q-o-q and 10.3% y-o-y. The Company’s revenue excluding its joint venture 
company rose to INR 2,245.86 Mn, a growth of 3.9% from INR 2,162.31 Mn in Q1FY16 and 9.2% from 
INR 2,056.18 Mn in Q2FY15. The Company’s EBITDA at INR 528.59 Mn showed a marked 
improvement of 27.0% q-o-q and 22.3% y-o-y. 
Mr. Manu Parpia, Managing Director & CEO said, “We have had an exceptional quarter, with 
significant improvements in profitability for Geometric excluding our joint venture. This is the result of 
a concerted effort to improve our margins so as to build a sustainable enterprise. We continue to witness 
growth opportunities across all our verticals, which we believe will enable us to improve the quality of 
revenues, while continuing in our endeavor to improve our margins”. 
The company had a total employee strength of about 4800 employees as of September 30, 2015, 
including its subsidiaries. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Trimble Reports 3Q 2015 Results 
02 November 2015 

http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.geometricglobal.com/
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Third quarter 2015 revenue of $562.3 million was down 4 percent as compared to the third quarter of 
2014, and was approximately flat on a constant currency basis. Engineering and Construction revenue 
was $326.4 million, down 5 percent. Field Solutions revenue was $73.5 million, down 17 percent. 
Mobile Solutions revenue was$131.6 million, up 9 percent. Advanced Devices revenue was $30.8 
million, down 6 percent. 
GAAP operating income was $46.0 million, up 314 percent as compared to the third quarter of 2014. 
GAAP operating margin was 8.2 percent of revenue as compared to 1.9 percent of revenue in the third 
quarter of 2014.    
GAAP net income was $37.1 million, up 214 percent as compared to the third quarter of 2014. Diluted 
GAAP earnings per share were $0.14 as compared to diluted GAAP earnings per share of $0.04 in the 
third quarter of 2014. 
Third quarter 2014 GAAP results were negatively impacted by an approximately $51 million reserve for 
legal matters related to a jury verdict, which was reversed in the fourth quarter of 2014 when the verdict 
was overturned.  
Non-GAAP operating income of $104.9 million was down 11 percent as compared to the third quarter 
of 2014. Non-GAAP operating margin was 18.7 percent of revenue as compared to 20.2 percent of 
revenue in the third quarter of 2014. 
Non-GAAP net income of $77.8 million was down 11 percent as compared to the third quarter of 2014. 
Diluted non-GAAP earnings per share were $0.30 as compared to diluted non-GAAP earnings per share 
of $0.33 in the third quarter of 2014. 
The GAAP tax rate for the quarter was 15 percent and the non-GAAP tax rate was 24 percent.  

Operating cash flow for the first three quarters of 2015 was $276.4 million, down 11 percent as 
compared to the first three quarters of 2014. 
During the third quarter of 2015, Trimble repurchased approximately 8.2 million shares of its common 
stock for a total of $154.6 million. Trimble received approximately 3.7 million of these shares through 
the accelerated share repurchase program announced on September 2, 2015, and additional shares will 
be delivered in the fourth quarter upon completion of the program. Following the completion of the 
program, approximately $250 million will remain on the current share repurchase authorization. 
"We met our revenue expectations and improved operating margins sequentially in the quarter," 
said Steven W. Berglund, Trimble's president and chief executive officer. "Revenue was negatively 
impacted by continued poor conditions in the agriculture market, the effects of oil price declines, and 
foreign exchange effects.  As these conditions lessen we anticipate a return to growth in 2016."  
For the fourth quarter of 2015 Trimble expects revenue to be between $520 million and $550 
million with GAAP earnings per share of $0.01 to $0.08 and non-GAAP earnings per share 
of $0.19 to $0.26. Non-GAAP guidance excludes the amortization of intangibles of $40 million related 
to previous acquisitions, anticipated acquisition costs of $3 million, the anticipated impact of stock-
based compensation expense of $14 million, and $3 million in anticipated restructuring charges. GAAP 
guidance assumes a tax rate of 25 percent and non-GAAP guidance assumes a tax rate of 24 percent. 
Both GAAP and non-GAAP earnings per share assume approximately 253 million shares outstanding. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Implementation Investments 

AECOM credits Bentley Systems as strategic partner for project delivery technologies excellence 
03 November 2015 

AECOM and Bentley Systems today jointly announced that AECOM, which has named Bentley as a 
strategic partner for project delivery technologies, has extended its ProjectWise corporate commitment 
to fully include the new Bentley Cloud Services Subscription Program. 
AECOM is a long-standing user of Bentley’s ProjectWise, a global project collaboration platform that 
offers work sharing capabilities with the ability to connect to other Bentley products. Five out of the 
54 Be Inspired Awards finalists named by independent jurors and presenting at this year’s Year in 
Infrastructure Conference are AECOM nominations. AECOM’s finalist nomination for “Innovation in 
Project Delivery” documented 80 percent savings in project startup from the capabilities offered by 
Bentley’s Cloud Services Subscription Program. 
Under the new enterprise service agreement, AECOM has full access to all of Bentley’s mobile apps and 
other services including a team of embedded Bentley resources who globally support AECOM 
employees using ProjectHub, a hybrid ProjectWise system developed in-house at AECOM and used by 
20,000 users on thousands of projects. AECOM’s ProjectHub system underscores its steadfast 
commitment to using technology to grow, differentiate, and innovate its business by ensuring best-in-
class delivery of all phases of the project lifecycle. ProjectHub uses seven identical “hubs” placed 
globally, allowing users to access the system from anywhere in the world and have a consistent 
experience across projects and geographies. The hub system ensures user access is at local speeds, while 
maintaining global consistency across projects. 
AECOM CIO Tom Peck said, “Bentley’s flexibility, technology portfolio, industry knowledge, and 
willingness to go above and beyond the typical vendor-client relationship have helped extend AECOM’s 
market position, complete our client service offerings, and enhance our delivery capabilities. We have a 
high level of confidence in Bentley’s software and services, which support our goals of mobilizing 
faster, reducing risk, and implementing the resourcing flexibility required to optimally staff our projects 
with our widespread domain expertise.” 

Bentley Systems COO Malcolm Walter, who is executive sponsor of Bentley’s AECOM relationship, 
said, “It is so gratifying to work with a firm like AECOM and to be part of enabling it to achieve its 
objective of becoming the premier fully integrated infrastructure firm. AECOM’s leadership recognizes 
the tremendous advantage that information technology can afford their organization in serving clients’ 
dynamic needs on a global basis. We welcome AECOM as among the first to take full advantage of our 
innovative new Bentley Cloud Services Subscription Program, further enhancing the ability of its teams 
around the globe to work in a connected environment.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Dassault Systèmes Provides Global Steel Producer POSCO with the 3DEXPERIENCE Platform 
05 November 2015 

Dassault Systèmes today announced that POSCO, one of the world’s largest steel producers, is using 
Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform for POSCO’s virtual commissioning system and virtual 
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training system to digitize and simulate its manufacturing operations, processes and equipment. This 
will help POSCO standardize and improve performance at its facilities, reinforce its competitiveness and 
accelerate its growth in the world’s second largest industry. 
Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform provides powerful digital production and simulation 
applications to create a “virtual twin”—a virtual 3D replica of an actual physical structure—in order to 
better manage products, processes and plants. With this “virtual twin,” companies can simulate the 
complex production processes of a smart factory through accurate data interpretation management and 
troubleshoot manufacturing problems before they occur. Companies can also capture and share 
knowledge, manage equipment specifications from planning to building phases, work more efficiently 
and better plan for manufacturing investments. 
"We expect to decrease the number of field tests and field trial periods with our virtual commissioning 
system and virtual training system, as we can pretest systems and equipment virtually before deploying 
them in the field for real,” said Yongsoo Kim, Senior Researcher, POSCO Engineering Solution Center. 
“We will continue to advance the development environment with Dassault Systèmes' cooperation." 
“The steel industry is about multi-decades asset lifecycles and high volume production, therefore even 
small and incremental improvements in operations and sustainability can have huge business impacts,” 
said Stephane Declée, Vice President, Energy, Process and Utilities Industry, Dassault Systèmes. “The 
3DEXPERIENCE platform enables customers in the process industry to connect, model, simulate and 
optimize every stage of the business cycle to create a virtual twin experience fully connected with their 
physical assets to improve safety, efficiency, profitability and sustainability. We clearly see POSCO as 
an industry leader in developing such an innovative approach.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Edgecam Slashes Jaguar Cylinder Head Porting Time 
02 November 2015 

“The time saving is epic. What used to take a week, now takes a day.” Those are the words of Ollie 
Crosthwaite, Managing Director of a specialist manufacturer of engines and components for historic 
racing cars.  
He was referring to the difference Edgecam’s new port machining module makes to producing cylinder 
heads for historic Jaguar racing cars.  
“If anyone wants to win an E-Type Jaguar race, they won’t do it without our engines.” He says the main 
issue with porting Jaguar cylinder heads is their depth and the amount of shape in the port. “Most ports 
are short and straight, but Jaguar’s are very long with a lot of curve. We use a lollipop cutter on a 5-axis 
machine to get inside successfully, and because of the depth of the port, we machine from both sides.”  
Paul Bumfrey, CNC programmer at Crosthwaite And Gardiner, says even using Edgecam’s powerful 
Advanced 5-axis strategies, the highly specialised nature of the Jaguar ports meant the task was still time 
consuming until they installed the new porting module. “We’d have to pick each surface within the port, 
drive curves, and any splines had to be constructed before we could start. This was particularly long 
winded when we had six cylinders and going in from both sides. It meant constructing everything on the 
chamber side, and then the other side.” 
Edgecam 2015 R2’s new port machining module comprises both roughing and finishing strategies. The 
toolpath reaches the full area with a single path, offering two types of cut pattern. “It allows us to set the 
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midpoint, so we only pick the port once...Edgecam then machines to the midpoint, turns over and goes 
in from the other side, so that saves a considerable amount of time.” 
Crosthwaite And Gardiner have 40 years’ experience of producing components for some of the most 
famous racing cars the world has seen. One of their specialities is German Grand Prix cars, and Ollie 
Crosthwaite says the technology from that era is coming back into fashion, with 630 pounds of torque 
created from a 6-litre Mercedes engine. “”It has a four valve per cylinder pent roof combustion chamber, 
and the cylinder block comprises machined billet parts, with the rest being fabricated, then welded 
together. This technology is now being looked at to make modern road car engines again.” 
One of the oldest cars they are currently working on is a 1903 Puegeot, boring the block and making 
new pistons. “While we generally stay away from modern cars we do make the upgrade wheels for the 
Ariel Atom Track Day car, so we’re actually manufacturing parts for cars across a 112-year age span.”  
As well as working for Jaguar and Audi’s heritage departments, Crosthwaite and Gardiner’s engine 
components feature in the Bugatti and Lister marques, along with a number of privately owned 
collections.   
While they are specialists in cylinder heads and blocks, they manufacture a full range of components for 
new engines. “We machine the heads, blocks and oil pumps...in fact, apart from crankshafts and rods we 
make pretty much everything.” 
Their 24,000 square foot workshop at Buxted in East Sussex houses a 5-axis Haas VF6 milling machine 
with 310 trunion, six 4-axis (3 + rotary) mills, three lathes and a wire eroder. With a maximum 
machining envelope of 1600mm x 800mm x 760mm, they can readily accommodate large workpieces, 
such as 6.5 -litre and 8-litre Bentley crankcases. 
Edgecam handles all their 5-axis simultaneous machining, and drives the other mills on complex jobs, 
especially those involving contouring. “We’d struggle to do some of our jobs if we didn’t have 
Edgecam.”  
He says before switching to the software several years ago they machined ports on a 4-axis machine, 
driven by another CAM system. “It took weeks to write the program, and once it was written we 
couldn’t adjust it.” Edgecam’s powerful 5-axis strategies improved their porting capability from that 
process. “If we change the shape in SolidWorks, Edgecam flags that up, asking if we want to machine it 
to the new shape.”    
But Ollie Crosthwaite says the new porting module is a further monumental step forward for them. 
“Without it, we certainly couldn’t do porting to the quality level and speed that we do now. Not only 
does it save time and make the production process simpler and easier, it also improves accuracy and 
quality of the surface finish. Tool push within the ports has been eliminated.”  
The new module has simplified the shop floor porting process considerably as there is no need to create 
as much geometry as before. Paul Bumfrey says “We import a SolidWorks model into Edgecam and 
open the module. Then we select the port and everything else is done automatically, with the auto spline 
going through the middle.” 
It saves them so much time that they can now machine two Jaguar cylinder heads a day instead of one. 
“The cycle time for each head used to be 12 hours, now it’s just under nine, so we can run one 
unmanned, lights out.” 
Ollie Crosthwaite says the amount of porting time saved is remarkable. “When we machine a batch of 
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eight cylinder heads, using this module knocks four days off the job. So overall, what used to take a 
week now takes a day.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

ESM Productions Credits Bentley Systems’ Reality Modeling Technology in Its Successful 
Engineering of Philadelphia Papal Visit 
05 November 2015 

ESM Productions, a full-service event production company, and Bentley Systems today jointly 
acknowledged the significant contribution of Bentley colleagues, and technology advances, to ESM’s 
successful planning of the visit of Pope Francis to Philadelphia during the week of September 21, 2015, 
including the anchor event of the Eighth World Meeting of Families Congress. In planning this massive 
and multi-faceted event, ESM needed to coordinate with Philadelphia’s many public services, as well as 
the U.S. Secret Service, Pennsylvania state agencies, and the local Philadelphia Catholic Diocese. This 
coordination was made more effective and timely through Bentley’s reality modeling technology, as 
well as services provided by a legion of Bentley colleague volunteers. 

ESM had witnessed firsthand Bentley’s new reality modeling capabilities at a Bentley event that they 
produced, and was struck by its significant potential to accelerate their planning of the pope’s visit to 
Philadelphia. Upon learning of this interest, Bentley Systems CEO Greg Bentley invited Bentley 
colleagues (and retirees) to donate their time and talent to a “pro bono” effort on the part of Bentley 
Systems to help assure its headquarters region’s successful hosting of the pope and the unprecedented 
number of expected visitors. Some 30 colleagues participated in exploring how reality modeling could 
expedite the design and engineering of substantial temporary facilities for this highly visible, fast-
tracked project, while supporting the extreme security workflows required. 

Scott Mirkin, co-founder and executive producer, ESM Productions, said, “We wouldn’t be chosen to 
produce world-class events unless we did them well, and we do them well because we innovatively 
apply the appropriate and most effective technologies. The minute we saw Bentley’s reality modeling in 
action, we knew it could provide breakthrough benefits – but given the exceptionally tight deadlines, we 
had limited time, in our own right, to experiment with it. I thank the Bentley colleagues who offered 
their support and applied Bentley’s reality modeling within their engineering tools in a way that had 
never been done before. This jointly coordinated effort enabled our event organizing team to 
leverage reality modeling to speed stakeholder buy-in and to ensure that one of the country’s largest 
public events was executed with great success. 

“In the end, we experienced dramatic risk reduction, better decision making, exceptional timeliness, and 
greater efficiency. The goal we set with Bentley to test the applicability of reality modeling as a mission-
critical event planning technology was completely validated, and we are now planning to offer this new 
value to our clients going forward. We’ve already had conversations with many of the agencies and 
teams involved in the execution of this project and discussed the many benefits achieved by having a 
virtualized experience created through reality modeling. In fact, we were so impressed that we are 
creating a documentary highlighting our use and the outcomes we achieved.” For a preview of this 
documentary, visithttps://youtu.be/dYJd36opBmY. 
Bentley’s reality modeling process involved three steps: 

• Capture reality. Bentley’s ContextCapture software was used to build a highly 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FdYJd36opBmY&esheet=51217216&newsitemid=20151104006399&lan=en-US&anchor=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FdYJd36opBmY&index=1&md5=9ba8bfa826ef477d0290cac17ca61fd6
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detailed, photo-textured 3D “reality mesh” model from 28,000 digital 
photographs, with unprecedented geometrical accuracy. Base imagery was 
provided by Pictometry, high-resolution aerial photography was taken by 
helicopter by AEROmetrex, and ground footage was captured by Bentley 
volunteers – including building facades, street views, and the inside of the 
Cathedral Basilica of Saints Peter and Paul. 

• Engineer in context. The highly precise 3D model was populated with 2D and 3D 
maps and designs, resulting in a 28 GB dataset. The dataset was used to 
communicate the details for the 56,400 temporary structures, main and secondary 
stages and event seating, 33 miles of security barricade perimeter, special U.S. 
Secret Service security requirements, impact of local road closures to pedestrian 
traffic flows, and more. 

• Enliven the engineered environment. Bentley’s LumenRT software was used to 
add motion and additional content to simulate the expected operational 
experience, a great help to decision makers. The team added moving people in 
crowds, vehicles flowing in traffic, dynamic sunlight conditions, and seasonal 
trees and plants. 

Buddy Cleveland, a recently retired Bentley senior vice president who led the Bentley team, said, “This 
was a highly public and complex project, with many stakeholders and an impossible timeline. We got 
involved right in the middle of it. The papal visit required effective planning for the construction and 
management of temporary facilities and utilities amidst a busy urban infrastructure. The most expedient 
way we could add value to this project was to create, just in time, a comprehensive, highly detailed 3D 
model of Philadelphia that was visually realistic and dimensionally accurate, and then seamlessly 
integrate that model with engineering models produced by our tools. Both ESM and Bentley are very 
grateful to our partners, Pictometry and AEROmetrex, who stepped up to provide the base imagery, 
aerial imagery, and processing with ContextCapture to create the initial reality mesh.” 
He continued, “I am deeply appreciative of my colleagues at Bentley who dedicated their time for this 
worthwhile project, in particular 3D developer extraordinaire Ray Bentley, who swiftly delivered many 
innovative software enhancements that enabled the project team to effectively 
apply ContextCapture, MicroStation CONNECT Edition, ProjectWise and LumenRT in new ways for this 
major global event. Finally, we’re very grateful to ESM and the city of Philadelphia for their foresight 
and willingness to apply new technology. This project certainly validated the value of reality 
modeling technologies for the planning and engineering of a project of this scale.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

India’s InSteel to improve productivity with AVEVA Bocad 
03 November 2015 

AVEVA today announced that InSteel Engineers Pvt Ltd. has selected AVEVA Bocad to replace a 
competitive software product, estimating an improvement in productivity of up to 30%. AVEVA Bocad 
will be used on the company’s structural steel design, detailing, BIM and fabrication projects, including 
major capital engineering and AEC projects. The design capabilities of AVEVA Bocad enable InSteel to 
reduce production and onsite rework and manual work due to inconsistencies.  The result for InSteel is 
impressive productivity gains and more accurate project deliverables.  
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‘AVEVA Bocad offers tremendous potential for InSteel and our customers’, said Mr. R.P. Jagtap, 
Managing Director, InSteel. ‘AVEVA PDMS is the standard software used by most EPCs and the ability 
to deliver a seamless structural steel model within a larger PDMS project adds to our efficiency and 
credibility. We are confident AVEVA Bocad will improve the overall competitiveness of our business, 
especially when working with AVEVA’s dedicated customer support and local development team. 
AVEVA Bocad is helping us to provide more productive and economic solutions to our customers.’ Mr. 
R.P. Jagtap, Managing Director, Insteel 
‘InSteel Engineers had been using a competitor product, and were looking at options to optimise 
productivity and quality’, said Navtej Garewal, Senior Vice President – India, AVEVA. ‘They made the 
decision to move to AVEVA Bocad after they saw the productivity gains that could be achieved and a 
rapid return on investment. Combined with the unique integration and interoperability with other 
AVEVA software and fabrication management systems, AVEVA Bocad optimises lean operations to 
significantly improve design quality which saves time and money.’    
AVEVA and InSteel signed the deal at the AVEVA Technology Day, an event attended by over 200 
EPCs and Owner Operators, on 28th August in Mumbai. 
AVEVA Bocad™ is a best-in-class, 3D structural detailing and fabrication solution offering all 
disciplines an ideal platform for the creation of a multi-material construction model for the most 
complex structures. AVEVA Bocad enables a digital, collaborative, structural workflow with accurate, 
trustworthy, design-rich models and right-first-time deliverables. This enables successful building 
information modelling and lean construction, and ensures on-time and on-budget project execution 
across all markets such as plant, marine, offshore, transmission & distribution, mining and architectural 
engineering & construction. Find out more www.aveva.com/futureofsteelfabrication.  
InSteel Engineers is an ISO9001: 2008 Certified, 100+ Engineers Detailers Company rendering services 
in the field of Structural Steel Design & Detailing, RCC Design, Rebar Detailing & Bar Bending 
Schedule (BBS), Building Information Modeling (BIM), MEP Services and Structural Steel Fabrication 
for over a decade. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Integrated BIM Process Helps Morphosis Deliver Award-winning Bill & Melinda Gates Hall Project  
06 November 2015 

The Bill & Melinda Gates Hall at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York brings together the school’s 
computing and information science departments in a new joint facility designed to generate 
collaboration and spontaneous discourse. Its integrated sustainability expresses a commitment to 
environmental stewardship and creates a healthier environment, reduces energy consumption, and 
preserves natural resources. 
A BIM strategy implemented through AECOsim Building Designer, Bentley Navigator, MicroStation, 
and ProjectWise enabled Morphosis Architects to create a holistic view of the building and provide a 
single information source from early concept through construction. The integrated model increased the 
design team’s productivity and reduced the staff required to design, document, and coordinate the 
deliverables. The use of mobile devices provided each team member with immediate access to project 
data and enabled real-time documentation and communication of project work throughout the design 
and construction process. 
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The Integrated BIM methodology helped the project team deliver this state-of-the-art academic building 
within the project’s original budget. A series of cost savings were realized through the stakeholders’ full 
investment and commitment to an integrated BIM strategy. This collaborative and transparent approach 
created a trusting environment across the team, and encouraged open dialogue throughout the submittal 
and review process and during construction. The reliance upon a multi-discipline BIM dataset further 
guaranteed the success of the project by eliminating opportunities for miscommunication. The collective 
investment by all stakeholders provided the framework necessary for coordination and communication 
throughout the project. 
Cory Brugger, director of design technology, Morphosis Architects noted, “The evolution of our projects 
is dependent upon the quality of information and speed at which we receive feedback from an iterative 
design process. Central to this process is a reliance on the development of an integrated project BIM. 
The reliability of Bentley’s products provided our design team with the tools necessary to deliver the 
Bill & Melinda Gates Hall for Cornell University. The success of this highly innovative, award-winning 
project was supported by Bentley’s modeling platforms which provided an environment for the 
development and communication of accurate and highly interoperable information for all stakeholders in 
the project." 

 Click here to return to Contents 

One Jeanswear Group Chooses Centric 8 PLM 
03 November 2015 

One Jeanswear Group Inc. has selected the Centric 8 product lifecycle management (PLM) platform to 
power the future of its extensive brand portfolio. 

Formerly known as Jones Jeanswear Group, New York City-based One Jeanswear is a denim expert 
with a prestigious stable of branded and private label businesses such as Gloria Vanderbilt, l.e.i, 
Bandolino, Jessica Simpson (under license), Code Bleu, Vintage America Blues, Erika, Nine West 
Jeans, Robert Rodriguez, Suede, KIIND OF and Energie. The company, as CEO Jack Gross explains, 
remains “committed to our mission to be the leading global supplier of jeanswear across all consumer 
segments.” 
The Centric 8 PLM platform will be used across all of the group’s brands and all product types to 
improve efficiencies, and create consistency among cross functional areas and complex product 
lifecycles. “We as a company need to align ourselves more closely with our factories and our overseas 
counterparts, and need more modern technology to help us do so. Thus, we look to Centric,” says Gross, 
speaking about One Jeanswear’s worldwide manufacturing base and international offices. 
Recognizing the need to manage its branded and private label processes within a single system, One 
Jeanswear invited several PLM suppliers to undergo detailed demonstrations and a request for quotation 
(RFQ) process with its IT and executive teams. 
“We asked a number of suppliers to demonstrate their software and service expertise to us in person,” 
says Manuel Ochoa, Vice President of Supply Chain Systems and PLM project lead. “Centric Software 
led the pack when it came to the business-critical objectives our steering committee had identified,” 
referring to merchandise planning, design, technical specifications, materials management, sourcing and 
quality assurance functionalities. “Furthermore, their agile implementation methodology will enable us 
to obtain a faster ROI for the company.” 
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Inspired by the strength of Centric Software’s American PLM team, One Jeanswear will also adopt the 
Centric Enterprise and Collection Management suites to empower its sales team. 
“Product development and branding are critical in the apparel industry, and certainly for One Jeanswear, 
a company with an extensive portfolio of great fashion labels,” states Chris Groves, President and CEO 
of Centric. “We are confident that Centric 8 will help them achieve a competitive advantage and we look 
forward to partnering together on this important strategy.” 
One Jeanswear Group is a leading global fashion company that operates a wide, diverse portfolio of 
brands. One Jeanswear Group oversees design, product development and innovation, technical support, 
fabric procurement, marketing, merchandising and global sourcing. One Jeanswear Group includes a 
branded portfolio: Gloria Vanderbilt, l.e.i, Bandolino, Jessica Simpson (L), Code Bleu, Vintage America 
Blues, Erika, Nine West Jeans, Robert Rodriguez, Suede, KIIND OF and Energie. 
One Jeanswear Group is available in multiple channels of distribution, including better department 
stores, mass retailers, and ecommerce. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Vintage clothing collection adopts Gerber's 3D technology 
02 November 2015 

Australia's vintage clothing firm, The Darnell Collection, has partnered with Gerber Technology, to 
adopt 3D technology into its clothing styles. 
McFadden executive director, CAD Product Management, Gerber said, “The Darnell Collection is 
important on so many levels, but perhaps the highest being its role in bringing the true art of fashion to 
life. It serves as an inspiration, and allows us to delve into the past and bring details and ideas to the 
present in a new and exciting way.” 
The process of converting these garments to a computer generated dress for a 3D avatar yields 
astonishing results. Being vintage and highly constructed, some with corsets, yards of fabric and even 
boning, the dresses that McFadden 3D-rendered were a challenge. With these garments being older and 
fragile, there were unique steps taken. 3D rendering vintage garments requires attention to lots of small 
and specialized details in order to make sure that fabric is as flowing and life-like in the digital world, as 
it is in person, according to a press release. 
Using AccuMark Silhouette, McFadden was able to actually trace the finished garments using an 
advanced stylus. After drawing lines around the entire piece in detail and connecting many dots, she 
took pictures of the original fabric and used these as fill to reproduce the details in the fabric on the 
computer. McFadden then pulled the piece up on the AccuMark screen and fit the garment to an avatar, 
which helped see the dress in 3D through state-of-the-art simulation system. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Product News 

Bentley Introduces ContextCapture, Supporting Reality Modeling for Infrastructure Project 
Delivery and Asset Performance 
03 November 2015 
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Bentley Systems, Incorporated today announced General Access to its new   
ContextCapture offering. ContextCapture is Bentley’s first product release of the Acute3D software 
technology it acquired earlier this year. The software is ideally suited for any organization that could 
apply 3D models of real-world context to benefit infrastructure design, construction, or operations. 
With ContextCapture, users can easily produce high resolution 3D models of existing conditions using 
photos taken with any digital camera. The software generates a detailed reality mesh incorporating the 
referenced photography. This results in a navigable 3D model with fine and photorealistic detail, sharp 
edges, and precise geometric accuracy. These highly detailed models can be of virtually any size or 
resolution, up to city scale, and created much more quickly than with other technologies. 
Bentley also announced General Access to ContextCapture Center for “grid computing” power to 
dramatically expedite processing time for very large models (typically involving more than 30 
gigapixels of imagery). 
Taking Acute3D technology to the next level, Bentley’s new ContextCapture offers significant new 
advantages to users, including: 

• a new multi-platform browser plug-in and desktop viewer that supports multi-
touch and allows users to easily and consistently share reality meshes on desktop 
and mobile devices, even for models of entire cities; 

• enhanced level-of-detail generation and adaptive tiling, including tools for surface 
and volume measurement; 

• directly providing context for engineering and geospatial workflows, including 
native support within MicroStationCONNECT Edition; 

Pascal Martinez, Bentley Systems director of business development, said, “ContextCapture offers a new 
and versatile way of capturing reality to serve as context for design, monitoring, inspection, and 
surveying processes, complementing BentleyPointools and Bentley Descartes. I’m pleased to say that 
reality meshes produced by ContextCapture can now be intrinsically integrated throughout Bentley’s 
common modeling environment, by way of native support within MicroStation CONNECT Edition.” 

David Byrne, technical director, AEROmetrex, said, “With ContextCapture, we’re able to automatically 
construct highly detailed 3D models of virtually any size for our clients, faster and at much less cost 
than with traditional methods. But what’s most powerful is the amazing context that it provides to 
facilitate better decisions throughout design, construction, and operations.ContextCapture allows you to 
create a fully photo-textured, geographically located 3D model, all derived directly from digital 
photography. And, once the models have been built, they can be quickly and easily viewed on any 
desktop or mobile device. We think ContextCapture is going to revolutionize the geospatial industry.” 
ContextCapture, and digital photography including from UAVs, can provide any infrastructure 
professional with: 

• unrivaled 3D mesh creation and optimization from ordinary photographs, with 
high-quality texture mapping and optimal aerotriangulation accuracy; 

• high performance, through multi-core support and optimization for use with 
general purpose graphics processing units; 

• extensive scalability through sophisticated tiling mechanisms and “grid 
computing” support; 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bentley.com%2Fen%2Fproducts%2Fbrands%2Fcontextcapture&esheet=51215192&newsitemid=20151102006787&lan=en-US&anchor=ContextCapture&index=1&md5=92a28d8521f2b413a0b9cdaa476d43e7
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bentley.com%2Fen%2Fperspectives-and-viewpoints%2Ftopics%2Fviewpoint%2Fconnect-edition-perspective&esheet=51215192&newsitemid=20151102006787&lan=en-US&anchor=CONNECT+Edition&index=2&md5=a4af36a6c824870b3daaec4e9025ab6c
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bentley.com%2Fen%2Fproducts%2Fbrands%2Fpointools&esheet=51215192&newsitemid=20151102006787&lan=en-US&anchor=Pointools&index=3&md5=eb199909bcef9386924ea4215b8db94e
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bentley.com%2Fen%2Fproducts%2Fbrands%2Fdescartes&esheet=51215192&newsitemid=20151102006787&lan=en-US&anchor=Bentley+Descartes&index=4&md5=1f04098fd2917afd234d52b36dfef106
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• robust and flexible publishing capabilities to produce and publish 3D 
visualization-ready models through a variety of formats and viewer applications 
with the required level-of-detail – in a way that maintains the highest quality but 
minimizes hardware requirements. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Infor Launches Cloud PLM Solution Designed for Discrete Manufacturers in Europe 
03 November 2015 

Infor today announced Infor Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) Accelerate, powered by Aras, is now 
available for European organizations. Initially launched for the US market in 2014, this new PLM 
solution will provide strong value to automotive, industrial manufacturing, high tech and aerospace & 
defense customers across Europe. The Infor PLM Accelerate solution will provide users with an Infor-
focused user experience and is available for both on-premise and private cloud (single-tenant) 
deployment. 
"Discrete manufacturers can benefit from a highly scalable PLM solution that provides enterprise users 
with a full range of services to fit their unique product development needs," said Kenneth Amann, 
Executive Consultant, CIMdata, Inc. "Infor has developed a PLM suite that delivers a comprehensive 
integrated environment that can save both time and money." 
This latest offering provides a full-featured, highly scalable, flexible and secure PLM solution. Infor 
PLM Accelerate is designed to easily adapt with the unique business practices of discrete manufacturers. 
The solution moves beyond the capabilities of standalone products to unite the entire product lifecycle 
for a single view of the truth, allowing users to manage the process from ideation to manufacturing 
through distribution. 
"Managing the product lifecycle can be a major challenge for the rapidly shifting manufacturing 
industry. Streamlining processes while protecting quality and consistency are major concerns. Infor 
PLM Accelerate is designed with these challenges in mind, providing a more holistic approach to scale 
and meet the needs of each unique organization," said Nathalie Regniers, industry strategy director, 
Product Lifecycle Management, Infor. "The solution is available as both on-premise and private cloud 
single-tenant deployment, to further add flexibility to the product lifecycle." 
Infor PLM Accelerate features a singular web framework that uses an open architecture. This advanced 
approach establishes a comprehensive PLM solution suite to manage processes throughout the enterprise 
and supply chain. The user interface features drag and drop functionality to provide a layer of flexibility 
needed for unique industry customizations. Infor PLM Accelerate utilizes compliance-grade security to 
protect all intellectual property through customizable permissions, authentication and access control. 
The solution is also capable of scaling both up and out to support organizations of all sizes and 
compliance needs, including the management of petabytes of complex computer aided design (CAD) 
data. 
Infor PLM Accelerate can integrate with Infor and non-Infor enterprise resource planning (ERP) 
solutions through Infor ION®, a purpose-built middleware component. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Mentor Graphics Announces Customizable, Secure End-to-End IoT Solution with Integrated 

http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G070285-001&id=7575718&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G070285-001&id=7575721&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fsolutions%2fplm%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G070285-001&id=7575724&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.infor.com%2fsolutions%2ftechnology%2fion%2f
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Gateway, Cloud and Edge Devices 
05 November 2015 

Mentor Graphics Corporation today announced the availability of the embedded industry's first 
customizable edge-to-cloud IoT solution that enables companies to get to market quickly while reducing 
risk, cost, and development cycles. The Mentor® IoT solution comprises a unique customizable IoT 
gateway System Design Kit (SysDK), a cloud backend, and runtime solutions on which to build a wide 
array of IoT edge devices. It enables the most demanding IoT requirements with support from 8-bit 
microcontrollers to the latest 64-bit microprocessors, and deployments of 100,000+ gateways each 
supporting dozens of edge devices. 

Mentor Graphics provides a feature-rich hardware and software gateway platform that can be used as-is 
or customized in both hardware and software to meet specific gateway requirements, including 
compatibility with legacy and new IoT deployments. The Gateway SysDK reference hardware utilizes 
the ARM Cortex®-A9 based i.MX 6 series applications processor from Freescale Semiconductor. The 
base reference software includes a rich Linux BSP with full support for the reference board.  To support 
secure convergence, the Mentor Gateway SysDK can be customized to include secure gateway partitions 
using ARM TrustZone, which enables secure applications such as certificate management and secure 
remote firmware upgrades.  The integration of cloud middleware supports the functionality provided 
from the cloud backend.  By leveraging the Gateway SysDK, customers can move from concept to 
production in as little as eight weeks. 

The Mentor Graphics end-to-end IoT solution includes support for a comprehensive set of physical 
connections complemented by a breadth of IoT and cloud protocols for wired and wireless edge device 
aggregation, and secure communication between the cloud backend, gateway, and edge devices.   End-
to-end security is provided for data communications, access control, software execution, and intrusion 
detection.  Security integration with enterprise IT infrastructure is provided by Icon Labs' Floodgate for 
McAfee ePO. 

The Mentor cloud solution enables companies to remotely provision, monitor, collect data for analysis, 
and manage gateway and device deployment securely through a web interface or a mobile application. 
Mentor provides a cloud backend that can be licensed or provided as a service.  Designed for 
performance and scalability for massive worldwide deployments, the cloud backend can integrate 
multiple cloud service providers, and enables management of server life-cycles using automation 
templates including easy-to-use and customizable dashboards.  

With the industry's broadest portfolio of commercial runtime, tools, services, and support, Mentor 
Graphics enables the development of IoT edge devices that span application segments.  Found in more 
than 3 billion devices today, the highly scalable Mentor® Embedded Nucleus® real-time operating 
system (RTOS) enables a range of IoT edge devices down to extremely resource-constrained and 
battery-powered devices.  The Linux Foundation's Yocto™ Project-based Mentor Embedded Linux® 
technology enables IoT edge devices which require a rich application environment and access to open 
source IP and developers.  Runtime solutions also include industry leading graphics support, an 
industry-first multicore framework, and support for Android and bare metal environments. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Mentor Graphics Announces New Version of Valor Process Preparation, Connecting Lean NPI Flow 
with Industry 4.0 
04 November 2015 

Mentor Graphics Corporation today announced the release of the latest version of the Valor® Process 
Preparation software, with a focus on addressing engineering requirements of Industry 4.0. The Mentor 
Graphics® solution provides "digital manufacturing mastery" that is the ability to orchestrate product 
allocation to multiple production configurations, as well as the ability to quickly and seamlessly 
transition products between them, bringing the flexibility that Industry 4.0 requires. This flexibility is 
achieved by consolidating the full product model and any number of related manufacturing process 
definitions into a single efficient container. The Valor® Process Preparation software applies advanced 
process simulation and automated machine library generation techniques to create complete "ready to 
go" machine programs, operational data and work instructions for processes such as SMT, assembly, test 
& inspection, and stencil creation. This ensures minimal changeover downtime and start-up risk when 
executing manufacturing changes. 

This release of the Valor Process Preparation product includes enhanced support for rapid test 
programming, including the ability to intelligently link schematic, PCB layout and Bill of Materials 
(BOM) data. Simply selecting a track on the PCB layout immediately shows the node in the 
corresponding schematic diagram from design, and vice-versa. This ease of operation helps ensure the 
highest level of testability and the most rapid debug time when investigating test failures at shop-floor 
repair stations. In addition, this provides for the first time, a simple way to directly compare electrical 
component data between the schematic and the production BOM, ensuring correct output for test and 
SMT machines. 

"We are very excited to experience the latest evolution of Valor Process Preparation through the v12.1 
beta program," states Stefan Schnake, process support manufacturing engineering at Phoenix 
Contact, Germany. "This latest release, together with other existing elements, brings our PCB 
engineering processes into perfect alignment with our principles of Industry 4.0." 

"Our customers see huge value in adopting our Lean NPI Flow to accelerate their design-through-
manufacturing process driven by the need for extended engineering flexibility as demanded by Industry 
4.0," stated Dan Hoz, General Manager of Mentor Graphics Valor Division. "With our latest release of 
the Valor Process Preparation software, we now offer customers a complete engineering solution that is 
ready for true Industry 4.0 driven operations that yield optimum machine and line utilization." 

Click here to return to Contents 

New Enhanced Security Package option for ARC EM processors includes Synopsys SecureShield 
technology  
05 November 2015 

Synopsys, Inc. today announced availability of the Enhanced Security Package, a new licensable option for 
DesignWare® ARC® EM Processors. This new ARC EM option enables designers to create an isolated, 
secure environment that protects their systems and software from evolving security threats such as IP 
theft and remote attacks. The Enhanced Security Package integrates Synopsys SecureShield™ 
technology, which provides support for separating secure and non-secure modes of operation and 
memory as part of a trusted execution environment. The new package also includes features such as 
instruction and data encryption as well as data integrity checks to defend against software attacks. The 

https://www.synopsys.com/dw/ipdir.php?ds=em-enhanced-security
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ARC EM Processor with Enhanced Security Package enables SoC developers to create devices less 
susceptible to security threats using a single, ultra-low power processor, which eliminates the increased 
area and power consumption that an additional security core and associated memories would entail. This 
combination of security features and energy savings is especially important for IoT and mobile 
applications, including wearables and smart home devices. 
"As more sensitive data is proliferated throughout connected systems and devices, there is increasing 
concern about privacy and the security of embedded systems," said Pim Tuyls, CEO at Intrinsic-ID. "With 
its Enhanced Safety Package, Synopsys is filling an important void in the industry by providing 
enhanced security features on a compact, ultra-low power core. Through our collaboration with 
Synopsys, IC developers using ARC EM Processors can easily create secure communication channels 
between devices with Intrinsic-ID's core PUF security technology." 
DesignWare ARC EM Processors are based on the scalable, 32-bit ARCv2 instruction set architecture 
(ISA) and are optimized for area and power efficiency, making them ideally suited for a wide range of 
connected devices. The new Enhanced Security Package integrates SecureShield technology, which 
includes protected access control for the core functions and system bus and a secure memory protection 
unit (MPU) with up to 16 configurable memory regions. The secure MPU supports programmable 
permissions to enable or disable read, write, and execution of instructions and data to and from specific 
regions of memory; it also offers per-region scrambling or encryption. Combined with secure context 
switching, the configurable MPU enables multiple isolated execution contexts using a single core. In 
addition, programmers can use ARC Processor EXtension (APEX) technology to define custom 
instructions or coprocessor functions that can be restricted to execute only in secure mode, set at the 
time of the design or run-time programmable. 
In addition, the ARC EM core's Enhanced Security Package includes an encrypted tamper-resistant 
pipeline and additional protection features to help prevent IP theft and system attacks. A combination of 
protected processor pipeline registers and in-line instruction and data encryption ensure decrypted 
instructions are never stored or accessible, protecting algorithms from reverse engineering without 
impact to the timing of instructions. The existing ARC EM error checking and correction (ECC) 
functionality has also been enhanced with data and instruction path integrity checking that triggers an 
exception when intentionally injected errors are detected. The Enhanced Security Package integrates a 
watchdog timer to detect and recover from tamper-related system failures. 
The ARC EM Family is supported by a robust ecosystem of software and hardware development tools, 
including the ARC EM Starter Kit for early software development, MetaWare Development Toolkit that 
generates highly efficient code ideal for deeply embedded applications, ARC simulators including nSIM 
and xCAM, and the ARChitect core configuration tool. Synopsys' embARC Open Software Platform gives all 
ARC EM software developers online access to a comprehensive suite of free and open-source software 
that eases the development of code for IoT and other embedded applications. 
"With the vast amount of personal data stored in the cloud and transferred between smart devices, 
effective security measures are needed to avoid the threat of data breaches and malicious attacks," 
said John Koeter, vice president of marketing for IP and prototyping at Synopsys. "By extending our 
portfolio of security solutions with Synopsys' new Enhanced Security Package for ARC EM cores, we 
are enabling designers to implement the necessary functionality into their secure connected devices 
without sacrificing performance, power and area required by the target application." 
The Enhanced Security Package with SecureShield is a part of Synopsys' comprehensive portfolio of 
security IP solutions, which also includes the CryptoPack option for ARC EM processors as well as the 

https://www.intrinsic-id.com/technology/physically-unclonable-functions-puf/
https://www.embarc.org/
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DesignWare Security IP solutions, which comprise a range of cryptography cores and software, protocol 
accelerators, root of trust, platform security and content protection IP. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

New Sewer and Stormwater Offerings Advance Quality and Productivity of Civil Design Workflows 
Based on Bentley Solutions 
02 November 2015 

Bentley Systems, Incorporated, a leading global provider of comprehensive software solutions 
for sustaining infrastructure, today announced the general access of its 
new SewerGEMS, SewerCAD, StormCAD, and CivilStorm V8i (SELECTseries 5) products for the 
analysis and design of wastewater and stormwater systems. In addition to being available as stand-alone 
applications and to running on CAD and GIS platforms, the V8i (SELECTseries 5) sewer and 
stormwater products can now be used from within the V8i (SELECTseries 4) versions of OpenRoads-
based products – combining 3D design and hydraulic analysis capabilities in the same platform. The 
resulting comprehensive civil solution eliminates the need for extra import/export steps or file 
conversions. 

Commenting on the new releases, Chris Haines, senior civil engineer and PAR-BIM technical lead, 
Drainage & Utilities, Parsons, said, “The integration of Bentley’sOpenRoads civil design functionality 
with the advanced capabilities of Bentley’s storm and sewer analysis products will be a huge benefit to 
productivity and quality for our highway drainage design workflows.” 

Gregg Herrin, Bentley Systems director of product management, hydraulics and hydrology, said, “With 
these new releases, the automated hydraulic design functionality of our sewer and storm products can be 
effortlessly combined with the 3D physical design and terrain modeling capabilities of Bentley’s other 
civil products. From an information mobility standpoint, this has a direct and substantial positive impact 
on roadway, site, and municipal work where hydraulic engineering is just one part of a much larger 
project.” 

Bentley’s SewerGEMS, SewerCAD, StormCAD, and CivilStorm V8i (SELECTseries 5) products provide 
the following capabilities: 

• Ground elevations from terrain models may be used during automated design runs 
to consider “cover” along a pipe’s length, improving decision making related to 
system design. 

• Terrain model elevations can also now be added to profiles, improving the 
resulting visualization and the user’s understanding of the physical network. 

• New low-impact development (LID) elements are now available, making it easier 
to model a wider range of controls for stormwater management. 

• With the new lateral link element, engineers can include lateral pipes in their 
hydraulic analysis without creating “fake” elements where the laterals connect to 
the main pipe. 

• Easy access to the Bentley Communities professional networking site is 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bentley.com%2Fen%2Fproducts%2Fproduct-line%2Fhydraulics-and-hydrology-software%2Fsewergems%2F&esheet=51213673&newsitemid=20151030005727&lan=en-US&anchor=SewerGEMS&index=1&md5=76a860c970c0db8b970d5fda51c06e79
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bentley.com%2Fen%2Fproducts%2Fproduct-line%2Fhydraulics-and-hydrology-software%2Fsewercad&esheet=51213673&newsitemid=20151030005727&lan=en-US&anchor=SewerCAD&index=2&md5=795b08748d391d7c9c5655b523f1d345
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bentley.com%2Fen%2Fproducts%2Fproduct-line%2Fhydraulics-and-hydrology-software%2Fstormcad%2F&esheet=51213673&newsitemid=20151030005727&lan=en-US&anchor=StormCAD&index=3&md5=80f6dc966d18357ce7ea7201ca7b204c
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bentley.com%2Fen%2Fproducts%2Fproduct-line%2Fhydraulics-and-hydrology-software%2Fcivilstorm%2F&esheet=51213673&newsitemid=20151030005727&lan=en-US&anchor=CivilStorm&index=4&md5=9c9c9e0873718f319158f97c69449f36
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bentley.com%2Fen%2Fproducts%2Fbrands%2Fopenroads&esheet=51213673&newsitemid=20151030005727&lan=en-US&anchor=OpenRoads&index=5&md5=6ec8da53a858cf536b62a86654dbc909
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embedded within the applications, facilitating communications between users and 
Bentley’s hydraulic modeling experts. 

• Users of any of these SELECTseries 5 releases now benefit from the products’ 
support of MicroStation V8i(SELECTseries 3), OpenRoads V8i (SELECTseries 
4), AutoCAD 2015 and 2016, and ArcGIS 10.2 and 10.3 (SewerGEMS only), 
giving them the ability to model from within the latest MicroStation, OpenRoads, 
AutoCAD, or ArcGIS version. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Windows Integration Makes Using OpenDXM GlobalX More Efficient 
02 November 2015 

PROSTEP has integrated the OpenDXM GlobalX solution for file exchange and managed file transfer 
(MFT) even deeper into the Windows environment, thereby allowing Office application users outside 
the engineering department to also easily and securely exchange files. In addition to OpenDXM 
GlobalX Outlook-Integration, which has been available since 2014, the Darmstadt solution provider has 
now also integrated its Web-based file exchange platform into Microsoft Windows Explorer. Having the 
platform integrated into Windows Explorer makes it possible to exchange sensitive information as easily 
as with Dropbox. However, thanks to the encryption mechanisms and the HTTP-based proxy service 
offered by OpenDXM GlobalX, this is done with the highest level of security. 
Using Windows Explorer-Integration is remarkably easy. Users register WebSpaces for recipients with 
whom they regularly exchange files in their Windows Explorer in the form of directory folders, drag and 
drop the files to be exchanged into the folder, and write a brief letter of transmittal. OpenDXM GlobalIX 
completes all other steps, such as encryption, uploading to the platform, and notification of the 
recipient(s), in the background. 
Users can receive files in their WebSpace in the same way if this also exists as a folder in their Windows 
Explorer. They do not have to log on again in OpenDXM GlobalX to download and open the files they 
receive. Users may be required to enter their personal key store to decrypt the files if they were 
personally encrypted. 
With OpenDXM GlobalX Explorer-Integration, PROSTEP has included another front end to add to the 
many possible uses for its MFT solution. This is mainly of interest for users outside the engineering 
department who are accustomed to working in the Windows folder structure. They can now initiate file 
exchange directly from their folders and find files they have received there as well. Alternatively, 
OpenDXM GlobalX offers the option of schedule file exchange via the Outlook e-mail program or the 
'Send To' function. 
"Our aim is to provide file exchange functions always in the users' preferred working environment so 
that they can use it as easily and intensely as possible," says Udo Hering, Head of Product Management 
at PROSTEP. "By having OpenDXM GlobalX integrated into the Windows environment, companies 
can now consolidate their many different file exchange tools and create an enterprise solution for all user 
groups." 

Click here to return to Contents 
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